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President's
Council
on Women
by Megan White
"The goal of the President's
council on Women," stated
Professor of Economics Diane
Zannoni, "is to make Trinity
College a better place for all
women, and in doing so, attract
others." The Council's existence
reflects the facts that, there are few
women in positions of power at
Trinity who can influence administrative decisions. It is continuing its mandate to review the
status of women at Trinity and it
has begun its investigations for the
year. Important follow-up work is
being done in the areas of college
affirmative action, staff Siring and
promotion, and campus safety.
The President's Council on
Women was formed in 1976 by Dr.
Lockwood as an advisory group
appointed by the College President
in order to investigate matters of
interest of all women on campus. It
is composed of students, faculty,
administrators, and graduates of
the College, and reports to the
Office of the, President.
..... .
Coordinator was assUBiieff
by the Special Assistant to the
President. Assistant
Kathy
Fredericks was first to head the
Council, followed by Gail OBrien.
In having direct assess to the
President, the assistants were able
to keep Dr. Lockwood informed on
Council activities. Last year
documents librarian Cheryl
Martin became the first nonassistant Coordinator, and this year
Louise Fischer is heading the body.
The Council, functions by
inquiring, either at the President's
request or at its own initiative, into
various matters which bear upon
the needs, concerns, and interests
of women students, faculty, and
staff members at Trinity. Included
within its domain, are • both
academic and nonacademic
aspects of life at Trinity.
The Council makes recommendations to the President about
matters of policy and practice
which ';especiill^J|y^gct;=^mjen^ at.
the : tas^^^^^^^^^|^ia|yiee;:i;
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Grant Awarded
by James Moore

A $200,000 challenge grant,
awarded by two philanthropic
foundations will provide Trinity
with a special fund for long range
faculty and curriculum development.
The grant from The William and
Flora Hawlett and The Andrew W.
Mellon foundations challenges
Trinity to raise $600,000 in the next
three years. The award will create
an $800,000 fund that will generate
approzimately $50,000 a year.
According to President Lockwood, the architect of the grant,
the money, to be used at the
discretion of the President, could
be utilized in a variety of ways. He
said the fund would enable
members of the faculty to participate in off campus workshops
or to bring in senior scholars from
other institutions both of which
would "breed intellectual spirit."
The fund could also be used, Lockwood continued, to hire people •
from industry to teach certain
courses at Trintiy orHo establish
programs to sharpen the administrative skills of Department
Chairmen.
Students venturing into lower Seabury will find workmen busily rennovating, a process which will continue into the spring term.
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committees
or
student
organizations.
This year's nineteen member
Council has divided into three
subcommittees: College Affirmative Action, campus Safety,
and Staff Hiring and Promotion,
the full council has met three times
this semester, with subcommittees
carrying out the bulk of its work.
The College Affirmative Action
sub-Committee is headed this year
by Professor Diane Zannoni, and is
presently
undertaking
an
evaluation
of
recruitment
procedures. With the help of affirmative Action Officer Thomas
Lips, guidelines for faculty searches were drawn up to be sent to
the President and to department
heads .for use in all faculty
recruitments as of February 1979.
This document was later modified
to apply to administrative
positions. Rather, the guidelines
insure that applicant pools are
.large and contain adequate female
"Biiiii and minority representation. In this
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way, said Zannoni, women will at
least came under consideration for
hiring.
Affirmative
Action Subcommittee member Leslie Brett
pointed out that, "the college is not
required under law to institute
affirmative action measures as it
does not receive sufficient funding
for such a requirement. Measures
are being undertaken voluntarily
and we can only hope for good
internal response and cooperation".
Zannoni stated that Dean
DeRocco and department chairmen
have been very cooperative during
the first year of the guidelines'
implementation. The committee
met with acting President English
and Dean DeRocco, and both,
according to Zannoni, agreed that
the guidelines are useful.
The committee's first' action this
semester will be to meet with
Economics Chairman Ward
Curran. The Economics Depart-
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Whichever way the money is
used, Lockwood said, it will be set
aside primarily for the humanities.
He noted that the sciences are
usually the prime candidates for
research money and have many
potential sources of aid. The
Humanities and Social Sciences, on
the other hand, have had "rather
meager funding", he said.

While Trinity must raise
$600,000 to receive the grant both
Lockwood and former Acting
President James F. English are
confident that this can be
accomplished. According to
President Lockwood the money
will be raised through a "selective
campaign where the vast bulk of
the money is given by a relatively
small number of people or possible
even some corporations."

The problem with a "selective •
campaign", Lockwood observed, is
that the contributors often want
personalized attention by a
president they are familiar with. He
said a new president at Trinity
might prompt some donors "to, wait
and see if he is competent" but he
said he foresaw no major difficulties "because most contributors give money because they
have confidence in the institution
not just the President."
Former Acting President English
said the grant came to Trinity "at a
most opportune time" and that he
was "grateful for the" opportunity to
encourage academic innovation
and renewal" at a time when
financial pressures are requiring
colleges "to tighten their belts."
President Lockwood had similar
views that "pressures are so great
to meet the budget that it's almost
impossible to set aside alumni
funds for long range programs"
even if they may be critical to the
well-being of the College.

Flu Virus Active

the number of people afflicted has
by Nancy Meade
been decreasing since last Monday.
To a lot of Trinity students, this
Now, those students who are
winter seemed to be about as cold
recovering must be careful of
as it could get. Perhaps the freezing
lingering sore throats and possible
temperatures have had something
ear infections.
to do with the current flu virus
The symptoms for this flu are
which has affected all of us to some
quite similar to those for a common
extent.
cold. Runny nose, sore throat,
According to Nurse Practitioner
muscle aches, nausea, and paleness
Janet Curtis, the infirmary has
are the prevalent danger sienals.
been seeing approximately seventy
In addition, a high fever, dizziness,
cases per day. As of last Thursday,
and headaches are characteristic of
it was estimated that about 400 the virus. Nurse Curtis even said
students, or 25% of the student
that the temperatures of students in
population, have been victims of
the jnfimary averaged 103 degrees
the virus. This estimation is
for three or four days.
cont. on p. 4
probably far short of the actual
The only treatment which the
•number, however, since many
nurse recommends is aspirin to
students did not even report to the
reduce the fever, plenty of rest, and
nurse, preferring to treat the illness
a lot of fluids. Though the virus is
Trinity will also be placing an The Board will then review these themselves.
on its way out, isolated cases are
The busiest days for the in- still being reported, and you never
advertisement in the Chronicle lor candidates in the hope of reaching
Higher Education and the New a decision by the end of the firmary occurred last weekend, and 'know who will be its next victim.
York Times requesting those in- semester.
Lockwood emphasized that
terested to submit all information
<r
to the Chairman of the Committee although the C omniittee will advise
the Board of Trustees, the final
by March 1.
Lockwood assumes that by the decision wilt be made by the Board,
first week of March the Committee and also that he himself will not be
will have in its possession most of participating at all in the selection
Theater Department Presents New Season ....p. 9
the applications of the candidates, process. He then expressed the
m
•view
thatthe
selection
of
the
which he expects to reach about
two-hundred and fifty to three- President of the College is one of
Two Candidates Vie for Senate Seat
...p. 11
hundred in number. Lockwood the most improtant tasks of the
estimates that the committee Board of Trustees. President Lockshould be able to narrow down this wood also noted that Trinity, being
amount to two or three promising one of the superior institutions of
Bantams Defeat Perennial Power House, . . . p. 16
candidates so that by April, the higher education, should be able to
recomendations will be able to' be attract some of the best candidates.
submitted to the Board of Trustees.

Selection Process Outlined
The selection propess for the
next president of Trinity college
has begun. President Lockwood,
who is familiar with this process,
has outlined the approximate
method and schedule of the
selection.
t h e Presidential Selection
Committee, with Brenton W.
Harries as Chairman and Elisabeth
Belden as executive secretary, has
been formed and will begin
meeting in February to review the
nominations and applications of
candidates. Chairman Harries has
just sent a letter to the Faculty and
Administration informing them of
this fact, and inviting them to
submit their recotnendations.
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Dori Kali, poet and translator, has began translating for noted
French author.
photo by sue stanczyk

SGA Discusses Rights

by Patty Hooper
The motion to set up a comThe creation of a Connecticut
Independent Student Coalition mittee to become a chapter of
(CISC) chapter of COPUS and the CISC passed 21 to 0 with two
possible creation of a student's abstentions.
rights booklet highlighted the
Earlier in the meeting, President
January 27 meeting of the Student Jim Pomeroy suggested that the
Government Association.
SGA look into compiling a
The meeting was called to order student's rights booklet which
by President Jim Pomeroy at 10:00 would let students know exactly
p.m. in Hamlin Hall last Tuesday what rights they have as students at
evening.
the College. John Lemonick, a
Dan Cave, an SGA represen- representative from High Rise
tative moved that the SGA create a noted that in the present student
chapter of COPUS, an educational handbook, there are some "real
lobbying group which attempts to obscurities." As an example he
encourage passage of and retention explained that with the pass/ fail
of legislation in the State option that students can use, a
Legislature which is beneficial to "pass" is not incorporated into the
college students attending in- student's grade point average
dependent schools,
whereas the "fail" is averaged into
Citing an example of one of their the GPA as a 0.00. The motion
lobbying efforts, Cave stated that passed by acclamation and ' a
present there is a bill in the State committee consisting of C012 46 Tw0. Tw0.232 Tc( C012 46 Tw3(e Ts0.60 j0.000 10.093 Tc 040.000 Tc(t) Tj2.353 Tw0.198 240 rg2
Assembly which would eliminate a
fund which grants $800 scholarships lo students attending private
colleges in the State of Connecticut. COPUS, Cave asserted,
has been working to see that this
bill does not pass and the
scholarships available will b e
retained.
Noting that there are presently
chapters located at Sacred Heart,
•Yale, Wesleyan, and St. Joseph's
College for Women, Cave indicated that the state organization :is
interested in having Trinity serve as
their "state headquarters."

Incumbents Triumph
sd
at

Jim Pomeroy and Liz Carrigan dormitory1 representatives were
were re-elected Student Govern- also filled through the election
ment President and Vice President, Peter Martin and Chrisy Masters
respectively, in the SGA elections tied in the race for Allen
representative. In Jarvis, Stephen
held last Thursday.
Pomeroy
defeated
John Cook narrowly defeated three
Leisenring by 220-128 votes in the other contenders, Rochelle
presidential race, garnering 60 Winderlich, Chandlee Johnson,
percent of the vote compared to and Scott Jones - a write-in canLeisenring's 35 percent. Various didate. Cook received 18 votes,
write-in candidates received the Winderlich 17, Johnson 16, and
remaining five percent of the votes. Jones 12. In the Jones dormitory,
In the vice presidential race, Jim Bolton and Leif Fellinger
where three candidates were defeated Gavin Reardon, Chris
competing,' Liz carrigan received Sullivan, and Paul Mitchell, for' the
181 votes, Chris Sullivan 112, and New Britain Avenue buildings',
Trina Tricarichi 51.
Sarah Koeppel was elected
rep'resentative; Elizabeth Shipley
In the contest for at-large was elected the hew represerir
representative, Gavin Reardon tatiye from the Smith dormitory.
defeated Jane Moody and Mike Peter Martin and Chrisy Masters
Ziskind. Reardon received 153 tied in the Allen election.
votes, Moody 81, and Ziskind 53.
John Leisenring and Chris Sulliven
were
elected
off-campus Members of the junior class
representatives.
elected Cynthia Hume as; their
A number of vacant seats for class representative •
•
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Jim Pomeroy (1.) and Liz Carrigan (r.) will resume their duties in the SGA after their victory.
photo by A. Marc Ackerman

Harvard...Graduate-Assumes New Position
By Kathleen Caruso
Trinity recently welcomed
Marilyn Denny as the new Director
of Institutional affairs. This
position had previously been held
by Thomas D. Lips, who resigned
at the end of 1980 after seven and a
half years to accept an offer from
an investment banking and
securities firm in Hartford.
When asked to comment on her
career background, Denny explained that she obtained her
BA. in Sociology at Oberlin, and
her M-A. and Ph. D. at Harvard.
At Harvard, she was involved in the
department of social relations with
ontmued by saying that she
tained her J.D. (law degree) from
the University of Connecticut
School of Law. Her "first
profession", while working for her
Ph.D., involved teaching sociology
in various private and public
colleges. "I enjoyed it very much,"
she commented. Her most recent
employment, Denny remarked, was
in the sociology department at
Mount Holyoke.

noted that it is not a clearly defined
position, and perhaps a change in
personnel will bring about a change
in the job itself. However, Ms.
Denny interpreted this college post
as serving four major purposes.
First, it involves giving the college
legal advice, acting cautiously and
not encouraging controversy. She
likened such preventive legal
practice to preventive medicine.
The next and most clearly defined
and understood facet of the
position was that of the college
affirmative action officer. Thirdly,
Ms. Denny stated that it entails
"acting as a liason or link between
the college and the Board of
Trustees." Lastly, the job requires
Sing" grants. "Ms. Denfty' a(faed
that there are other minor functions which she termed "a seriew of
miscellaneous
administrative
functions." She supposed that Tom
(Lips) assumed many duties that
were not necessarily a formal
requirement of the position* such
as Honors Day, and surmised that
she would also be given the opportunity to perform similar tasks.

capactiy, like "student lawyers" at
the University of Massachusetts,
for example, he was "willing to
discuss general contours of law
with people." Ms. Denny hopes
"that faculty, students, and other
administrators will feel free to call
me when dealing with issues with
legal ramifications.." She stressed
the fact that her position is that of

"a resourse to make information.
available."
. " '
Although Ms. Denny has only
been at Trinity for a week,, she feels
that the college seems to be "a
pleasant and calm environment in
which to function," in terms • of
both physical and personal aspects.
Sher added that "everyone has
been extremely helpful and

pleasant!" She felt that this was a
noteworthy observation from her
position, where she will-be exposed
to problems and:, crises of the
college. So far, they, haven't
overwhelmed her. She summed up
her personal observations by
saying, "Since the work has. begun
to pile up, I feel at home already."

Dennis Preaches Social Justice
A leading activist in causes of
social justice will preach in the
Trinity college Chapel Sunday,
February 8th, at the 10:30 a.m.
Eucharist. Walter Dennis, Suffragan Bishop of New York, has
been aspokeraanin New Yorlt City
and nationally for a variety oi
causes-. A member of the Union of
Black Episcopalians, he has served
as a convener of the Black Caucus
in the Diocese of New York.
f
Bishop Dennis formerly served
as Canon of the Cathedral of Saint
John The Divine, New York City.
In that capacity he has been a
frequent visitor to Trinity College.

A graduate of Virginia State
College, he also has a Master of.
Arts form New York University
and is a candidate now for a Ph.D.
also from N.Y.U.
Bishop Dennis has been a
member or is a member of the
Boards of Directors of Manhattanville Community Center, Incorperated, Abortion Repeal
Association, The" Association for
the Study of Abortion, The Institute for the Study of Human
Resources, The Homosexual
Community Counseling Center,
The National Organization of the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, and
the New York Training School for

Deaconesses. He is also a Board
member of the Society of Juvenile
Justice and of the Sex Information
in Education Council of the U.S.
(SIECUS).
The 10:30 a.m. Eucharist in the
Trinity College chapel at which
Bishop Dennis will preach on
February the 8th, it open to the
public.
At 5 o'clock on February 8th
Bishop Dennis will join members of
the College community for an
informal dinner at 70 Vernon
Street. Persons interested in attending the dinner should sign up
in the Chapel Office (Extension
484) by Friday morning.

According to Ms. Denny, Tom
When asked to define the Lips also gave advice on legal
function or role of Director of rights. Although he couldn't advise
Institutional Affairs, Ms. Denny and represent students in a legal

WinerWintersAbroad

double major form the start of
by Barbara Wagner
college, therefore, for them, there
During Christmas vacation, is no such thing as a liberal arts
Dave Winer, Dean of Students, education. Since Israeli students
spent two weeks in Israel on a trip don't enter college until they have
for academicians sponsored by the served in the military, they are
American Jewish Committee. The much older than american college
purpose for the trip was to acquaint students. Many of them are
the participants with the political, -married, and have children. AdtfMS£$toti$'> and social problems of mission standards for Israeli
Israel, and to -meet with their colleges are very competitive.
counterparts in universities to
attend seminars and discuss mutual
By experiencing Israeli society,
problems.
Winer has a much better unWiner who spent one week in derstanding of the complexity of
Jerusalem, traveled seven hundred the problems fo the Middle East.
miles during the trip, spending, time He admitted to some feeling of
on a moshav and on a kibbutizim. uneasiness as the group was
By meeting with economic, escorted by the military around
religious and political leaders, the Syrian, Jordanian and Lebanese
Winer observed that Israel is a- borders. But Winer believes that
more "highly politicized" country "one has to develop an apwith much diversity in likestyles preciation for a country that has
and a highly unstable economy. changed from wasteland to a
"The existance of Israel is in- garden in fewer than thirty years."
credibly less secure than ours," said Winer was impressed by the
agriculture and industry in what
Winer.
was previously a desert.
"The trip
was
terribly
Through his meeting with
stimulating," said Winer. "No
academacians, Winer observed
matter what religion you are, you
some obvious differences between
American and Israeli universities. get a sense of living histroy, particularly in Jerusalem where there
Israeli students, who study for
is a true feeling of continuity."
three years for a bachelor's degree,

Dean Winer observed the Israeli educational system daring his recent trip.
photo by Mary Ann Corderman
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Interest Grows
in Katz'Talents

Women's Status Reviewed

Students, and Coordinator of the
isolated areas. Personnel relations
cont.fromp.l
Women's
Center. The Council is
surfaced
as
a
major
topic,
with
ment has the only open full-time
presently short on student
faculty position on campus this workers pointing to the absence of
cont. from p. 2
representation.
year, and the committee will speak an open line through which they
the hand of one conspirator to the
Although the Council has been
to C urran in regard to his use of the could express their grievances.
next.
.
responsible
for
some
major
guidelines. Next, the Affirmative Wage and salary review and
Besides
planning
to translate
achievements in regard to imAction Sub-Committee will begin inadequate job descriptions were
three more books, two of which are
proving
the
life
of
women
at
:*
evaluating last year's procedural also discussed.
Trinity, asserted Trudy Buxton, it is volumes of Mme. Yourcenar's
Recommendations drawn up in
implementation by meeting with
"basically a group with little in- memoirs, Professor Katz hopes to
department chairmen who have response to the staff questionnaire
fluence." The Council's major • work on an opera with her friend
hired within the last year. Ex- included the designation of one
problems, according to Buxton are Don Harris. The opera is "The
plaining that the committee is not central individual to receive
exposure and interest: "It takes Little Siren", a story based on a
interested in the details of last equipment complaints. A Permore
than a core group of five work by Hans Christian Andersen.
year's faculty searches, but only in sonnel Advisory committee will be
It was first performed at the
insuring that chairmen are finding working with director of Personnel people-otherwise it appears that Atheneum in Hartford in 1944.
we're
not
serious".
the guidelines workable, Zannoni Services Margaret Collins to
Buxton perceives the Council's Since then, Grace Frick's transaid she \vill look for points of provide an important avenue for
slation was lost. Katz will supply
worker relations. The Personnel major role to be that of a channel
possible improvement.
the lyrics while Harris prepares the
through
which
Trinity
Women
may
Advisory
Committee
will
be
During the first year in which the
musical
score.
affirmative action guidelines were responsible for giving new workers act to bring about changes, and
Dr. Katz has been writing poetry
claims,
"I
can't
imagine
the
tours
of
the
campus,
taking
new
followed for hiring procedures,
since age eight. Her first published
four women were hired as fulltime employees out to lunch within two Council refusing to deal with
translations of poems appeared
something
of
concern
to
women.
weeks
of
their
hiring,
and
for
infaculty members. Zannoni notes
But we have to find out about the while she was attending college.
that "last year was a good one", but formation, about the existence of
Her translating work for Mme.
added that the relatively high the President's Council on Women. problems-we have no way of doing
this without student participation," Yourcenar is prose; previously
percentage of females added to the Also being looked into is the
Past Council coordinator Cheryl Katz only' translated poetry. She
facility cannot necessarily be at- possibility of holding seminars for
Martin also agreed that student recalls that she first became intributed to the guidelines. She did the staff dealing with the topic of
imput is vital to the existence of the terested in translating when she
state, however, that it seems as personal growth within a job.
Council. However, she reasoned "read a translation that was awful. I
though the Chairmen made more of
Mills
explained
that
the
that, "if things were working right- said to myself that I could do
an effort to include women in the President's Council has not gotten
for
women at Trinity, we would not. better.. Even if it wasn't better, it
applicant pool.
back to the staff as soon as was
need this kind of breakdown into a was fun." Katz attended the
Leslie Brett, Coordinator of the hoped, but that it will let them
specific
group of this type... the University of Iowa specifically for
Women's Center and a committee know of the results of the
the writing workshop offered there.
• member, was quick to point out questionnaire and of recom- Council represents an interim. She earned her M.F.A. in English
solution,
but
perhaps
a
very
that although the Center was mendations which have been made
and a Ph.D. in comparative
originally formed through a in the staff's behalf sometime this necessary one."
literature while there.
.
subcommittee of the President's spring.
The President's Council on
• Council, it is now independently
funded and functions seperately Womens third subcommittee,
from the Council. Stating that the campus Safety, is chaired by Trudy
• According to Karen Lauren, a
Last semester approximately ten
Center is planning to provide a Buxton, slide and record curator.
1
student
participant, the forum was
women
participated
in
a
series
of
Coordinator
Louise
report on affirmative action in Council
:
self-defense workshops. These run by three women. The
which it will confer its support to Fischer, previous Campus Safety
sessions, sponsored by NWAR workshops are hot open to men,
the actions of the Council on this: Committee Chairperson, stated
(Neighborhood Women Against noted Christine Sadowski, a
that although three years ago safety
issue.
Rape),
Heartroots,
Mather visiting professor of Sociology,
In terms of the Council's service was a major issuer on campus,
Campus.Center, and the Women's because "it was not a place for
concerns
are
winding
down.
to all Trinity women, not exCenter, taught women, to accept men:"
clusively faculty members, Zan- Buxton agreed that there are no
their anger and express it*-when
Both women indicated that the
pressing
security
assures
at
this
noni asserted that the Council's
being verbalLy or physically workshops, raised their feelings of
work in increasing the number of point in time, but that "security
assaulted.
selfworth.' She said, "We women
women on the faculty will in- issues are never settled they can
directly aid female students. She always imporve."
Some of the Committee' past
also pointed to the formation of the
Women's Center, increased safety projects include the writing and
procedures, the hiring of a nurse distribution of personal safety and
practioner, and the planning of protection pamphlets, the assuring
panel discussions held during the of emergency phone n u m b e r '
celebration of Trinity's tenth year stickers, and the reorganization of
of co-education as Council the security alert system. Buxton
accomplishments. Zannoni claims commented that she is pleased that
that the Council, "is perfect place due to the expansion of the security
for women interested in instituting network, alerts are now placed in
change at Trinity," and that it areas readily seen to both staff
brings women faculty and staff workers and students.
members together to air common
Current safety
committee
concerns.
projects include discussion of the
Joanne Miller of the Registrar possibility of providing women
and Katherine Mills of Financial with rides off campus. Said Buxton,
Aid are co-chairing the council's "The College must provide
Subcommittee on Staff Hiring and protection, but can not become a
Promotion. Mills stated that, in taxi service". In addition, safety
constrast to faculty and ad- security packets will be reviewed
ministration hiring, the Council's and the possibility of using the
review of the status of staff workers Tripod to publicize security
does not concern recruitment. As problems will also be examined.
women typically fill these Self- defense programs will be
positions, the Council is looking organized through the Women's
closely instead at the work en- Center, not the Council, said
vironment and the protential for Fischer, as the council studies
"long term security goals rather
professional growth.
Last
year
the
sub- than immediate protection."
The choice of women to sit the
committee drew up a questionnaire
which was distributed among all Council, explained Fischer, is
staff workers. Through compiling made by using recommendations,
responses, the major concerns of provided by the President, Dean of
Trinity staff workers were detailed
and shared with acting President
The University of New Hampshire
English and Treasurer Pedemonti.
Study Abroad
One major concern expressed by
in
staff members was that of office •
AUSTRIA
equipment.Many workers felt that
at the University of
[equipment was inadequate, outSALZBURG
and no cost-effective.
f'dated,
• Open to students in all major
.Another area discussed was that of
. fields.
job promotion. On a small campus
J
• Requirements: two years of
such as Trinity's there is not much
college German and good
( movement in respect to job adN
scholastic standing.
vancements. Staff members also
• voiced interest in the instituting of
• .V
( a job enrichment program in order
For information:
; •' .
'. . :
that workers would feel, according
b i r e c t o f t . U N H Salzburg Program,
to Miller, "renewed if not
, Murkland Hall/AMLLr'German
\
promoted." '
University of Nsvy Hampshire
Anxiety was also, experienced
Durham. New Hampshire 03824 .
t e ! : . ( 6 0 3 ) 862-1218
/ \ v . :••" .
with regards to campus safety as
A
many staff workers function in
, ^

Katz is a native of Belgium, a
characteristic which she shares
with Mme. Yourcenar whose
mother was Belgian. Katz grew up
there during World War II. Much
of her recent poetry records her
recollections of the Holocaust.
"Hiding in Other People's Houses"
is representative of this poetry. She
has just finished a series of'poems
about the Holocaust, entitled The
Last Run.
In addition to writing and
translating for Mme. Yourcenar
Dori Katz just finished translating
for Guillevic and this poetry will
come out in the Fall. Prpfessor
Katz carries her enthusiasm to the
classroom When she teaches a
course in comparative literature.
The course, which will be taught
again in the Spring, 1982, is a
translating workshop. There are no
lectures, students enrolled in the
course work on a project in the
language of their choice.
Dori Katz has enjoyed a brief
respite from her every six weeks
travels to Maine during the past
few months as Mme. Yourcenar
travelled to Europe to accept the
Academy's award. Once the author
returns, Katz will resume the hectic
pace demanded of the translator.

Self Defense
have egos, too, as well as men —
they should be respected as well."
These sessions will be offered
once again for six consecutive Monday nights, from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m., in the Wrestling Room of
Ferris Athletic Center, starting
Monday night, February 9. To
register, contact Mather Campus
Center -or tlite W g
The registration fee*

UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
UNIVERSITY OF CONN.
ST. JOSEPH'S
TRINITY
WESLEYAN
CENTRAL

ALL BAR LIQUOR
S*|SO

Starting
Feb. 10th

S-2AM

EVERY
TUESDAY

I

No cover charge with college I.D.
Oldies, Rock V Roll, New Wave,
Top 40 s arid Disco
® Popcorn, Chips •
187 Allyii St. Hartford, 525-1919
PROPER DRESS CODE
(NO DUNGAREES, TEE SHIRT?, SNEAKERS)

I
-|

•

'••

• . . : •
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Announcements
Dance Club
Dancers! It is never too late to
join the Trinity Dance Club. We
sponsor performances„ master
classes, ticket discounts and more.
Choreographers and dancers still
needed for our Spring Concert in
March. Contact Susie Kidman or
:
Patty Bave for details.

Study Advising and to obtain a
copy of the procedure sheet for
applying. Applications must be
submitted by March 1, 1981, even
Paid volunteers needed to parti- if the applicant is interested in
cipate in.a five week student study participating during Spring 1982
on group cohesiveness. . r need only. Interested applicants might
subjects between the ages of 18. also wish to speak to Trinity
and.24 to attend IVJ hour sessions. students who have studied at UEA:
once a week on Tuesday evenings Bruce Berg, Amy Brown, Jeanne
from Feb. 10.to March 17 (open Kiltonic, Paula Lin, Clinton
period excluded). Sessions will MacSherry, Alexander Magoun
include discussions about the r. and Timothy Rosa.
group process of • each session.
Contact S. Kidman, Box 1139,
Trinity College, Hartford, Ct,
06106,524-1810 by Feb.-7.
;
.

Group

•••;

:^;.

Cohesiyeness

until February 20, will be an
exhibition of Mr. Harlow's leather
and vellum bookbindings and
decorative endpapers.

Computer

Lecture
Prof. Hoyt Warner will speak on
"Introduction to Word Processing:
Part I- System Utilities and What
They Can Do; PIP, TECO, and
RUNOFF." on Friday, Febi 6,
12:30-1:15 p.m. in Hallden 110.
Bring your lunch if you wish.

Chapel Readers
Readers still needed for Sunday
Morning and Wednesday night
services. Respond c/o Chapel
Committee, Chapel.
.
'

Humidor

Cigar arid Pipe smokers, are you •
tired of going underground to
smoke? Tired of being discriminated against, even by other smokers?
Would you like a relaxed atmos- .
phere in which, to study or.chat,
while you indulge? "Humidor" can
This slide presentation examines
provide such a place. "Humidor"
the meeting of the • revolution
can supply the solitude wished by
towards establishing a better life
Slideshow and presentation on
for: tile people of Nicaragua.
Keeping Abortion Safe and Legal,
The Post Office has a package (and often wished upon) cigar and
Following the showing, Prof. Gatzsponsored by ConnNARAC, will be
that was mailed from Trinity to pipe smokers. For more informaman will answer questions. Thurs.
Dr.. Michael Steinberg, Program
held on Feb. 3, at 4:00, in the
Greece and has been returned. The tion, write Box 1422.
McCoQk Aud. 7:30 p.m.
Officer with the Institute of
Alumni Lounge. All are welcome.
package has no return address and
European Studies (IES) in Chicago,
was sent certified mail #5831041 to
will be at Trinity on Tuesday, Feb.
Georgios Grigoriadis, Nea Mesiro10, 1981, to talk with faculty and
ria,
Thessalonoki, Greece.
students about IES programs.
Soiree et Table Francaise
There will be two new programs
There will be a meeting of all
Professor Charles Miller of the sponsored by IES next fall: a
Venez Nous voir et bavarder le
students interested in learning how
Department of Physics will give a semester study program on the
they can contribute to the passage
mardi soir a 10 heures a Jackson,
Seminar on Tuesday, February 3 at European Economic Community
of standard testing reform legislachambre 222. Et n'publier pas le
4:00 p.m. in room. 204 of the and a program in literature and art
tion on Thrasday, February 5, at 8
jeudi- a 6 heureSj la table francaise
McCook Math-Physics Building. history. The first will be held in
p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
;
dans le.salon blanc. Rappelez-vous:
Trinity Study Abroad Program in
His topic will be "The 1980 Nobel Freiburg, Germany,: and the'
Spain...All students interested in ' Fevrier, e'est le mois des crepes.
,,
Prized in Physics: Experiments by second in London, England.
studying Spanish language, liter- Alors venez les faire saufer ef en
J.W. Crbnin and V.L. Fitch on the
Please check with the Office of
ature, culture and civilization in manger avec- nous. A Bientot,
violation of parity (space inversion) Foreign Study Advising for the'
'
one of Spain's best known cities are Benedicte. •
Mr.
Terry
Harlow
will
be
the
and charge conjugation (particle,. times and places of Dr. Steinberg's
invited
to
attend
a
briefing
session
speaker at the third Watkinson
anti-particle) symmetry."
ayailablity.
Library /Trinity College Library on Wednesday, Feb. 4, in Alumni
Associates Open House on Tues- Lounge (Mather) at 4:00 p.m.
day, Feb. 17,1981 at 8:00 p.m. Mr, Trinity and five other colleges,
For all who are interested in
Harlow, a hand bookbinder .who including Smith and Brown in the
lives in Manchester, Conn., will East, will initiate an exciting, new considering study abroad for next'
discuss the art of hand bookbind- program at the University of year, there will be a general
Please get course descriptions
Students interested in this exinformation meeting in AJurnni
for any Free University course to change with a British university for' ing. On the same program will be a Cordoba next September. Catalogs Lounge on the following dates and
and
application
forms
-will
be
demonstration
of
paper
marbling
Robin Levine, Box 221, by Feb. 16, the 1981-82 academic year or for
at the following times:
.
by Ms. Faith Harrison. Admission available. Refreshments.
1981. Courses are .requested but the Spring of 1982 are reminded to
Wednesday
Feb. 4
1:30p.m.
is
free.
On
display
in
the
Audurequired to be offered between read the information in the maroon
Thursday
Feb.12
9:00 a.m.
bon room from January 20, 1981
binder in the Office of Foreign
Open Period and Spring vacation.
Wednesday
Feb. 25 3:00 p;m.Please obtain the blue informa-;
"The Trinity Review" is accept- tion sheet and four attachments in
ing submissions for the Spring the Office of Foreign Study Advisissue. There will also be an ing (Williams 109) if you have not
organizational meeting for all inter- already done so. Each of the
ested in working on the staff at 7 meetings listed above is identical to
PROFESSOR ALDEN R.GORDON
the others; a student need only
p.m.
on Thursday, Feb. 5, in the
Wednesday, March 1.1th, 4-5:30p.m., Austin Arts Center, Room 320
attend one;
...•••
..•'..
Review Office.
Patronage, Taste and Policy for the Arts in 18th-century France:
The Contribution of the Marquis De Marigny
Abel-Francois Poissoh, Marquis de Marigny (1727-1781), was the younger brother of Madame de Pompadour
The Black Cultural Centre is
and director of royal works and arts to Louis XV from 1751 to 1773. In this position, he dominated the arts in
having an open house and African
France for over 20 years — years made crucial for the arts by Marigny's undamental reorientation of royal
The Philosophy Department and
Art Exhibit on Friday, Feb. 6,1981,
policy towards the arts to bring that policy into line with emerging cnugntenment ideas about the role of the
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Refresh- the Medieval and Renaissance
'attain society and the responsibility of the "prince" toward his artists and citizens. In this presentation, the
ments will be served.
Studies Department are sponsoring
audience will be introduced to the subject of royal art patronage in France, to the issues involved and to the
a lecture1 by Paul J.W. Miller,
specific contributions and personal qualities of Marigny.
Professor of Philosophy, at the
University of Colorado at Boulder.
The SGA is in the process of The title of the lecture is "PlatonTwo Presentations
compiling a pamphlet to be pub- ism and Christianity in the Late
Wednesday, april 15th, 4-5:30p.m., Austin Arts Center, Room 320
lished concerning Student Rights, Middle Ages: Nicholas of Cuse", to
PROFESSOR DEBORAH J. BERGSTRAND
Services, and Organizations at be held, on Feb. 4, 1981, at 4 p.m.
Sending Pictures from Saturn:
Trinity College. This pamphlet will at 70 Vernon Street. A cocktail hour
hopefully facilitate and increase will follow the lecture. Attendance
An Introduction to Error-Correcting Codes
student awareness, cohesiveness, by majors required. The public is
Since the advent of the high speed computer, the accuracy of modern communication has been greatly enhanand involvement. We are request- invited.
ced through the use of error-correcting codes. Most data are transmitted as sequences of electrical impulses
ing that each campus organization
which can be represented mathematically as a sequence of 0's and l's. Unfortunately, most communication
submit to this pamphlet. Not only
channels are "noisy" and during transmission a 1 may be distorted into a 0 or vice versa. Error-correcting
will this help the students of the
codes are used to detect and correct such errors. A classic example of a noisy channel is deep space, the
College, but it will also help your
Concert scries sponsored by
medium through which exploratory satellites such as Voyager must transit data.
organization by making it more Connecticut NOW and the Womenaccessible to the Trinity Commun- - power Coalition of New Haven.
This presentation will include a discussion of the general premise under which error-correcting codes work
ity. Please submit a brief descrip- Holly Near, March 15, 4 p.m., 8
tjoh of a code similar to that used by the Voyager space probe.
tion of your organization to us. Try p.m.; Kay Gardner, April 9, 8
to include:
and
-p.m.; Connecticut Artists, May 7,
a) a brief history of your organiza- 8 p.m.- Nancy Tucker, Randie
PROFESSOR ROBERT H. SMELLIE, JR.
Handleman, Judy Sloan, Alison
tion.
Manganese Catalyst for the Combustion of Hydrocarbon Fuels
Farrell a'nd. Maureen O'Donnell;
b) the goals of the organization
Margie Adam, June 11 and 12, 8
The development and practical evaluation of a novel class of chemical compounds of manganese, designed for
c) your function as a group
p.m.
improving the combustion of gasoline, diesel fuels and heavier fuel oils, will be reviewed. Specific test results
d) membership qualifications
Location
r Lincoln Theater, Hartford
with standard spark ignition (gasoline) and diesel engines, and spray oil-burning equipment will be presented
, e) when and how often you meet
and interpreted. Significant reductions in fuel consumption, improvements in engine or equipment performf) campus events you have been Tickets: $7.00; $5.00 Student/Low
Income, Series subscription- $21.00
ance, and reductions in undesirable exhaust emissions are possible, even when the manganese content in the
involved in, in the recent past
gj how students can reach you (i.e. Mailorder: Womenpower,
fuels is as low as 2-5 parts per million. The chemistry involved will be kept to a minimum and presented on an
campus headquarters, phone ex- 614 Orange St.
elementary level.
New Haven, Ct. 06511
tension, box number)
Tickets available at: Hartford-Linh)
if
you
are
a
fraternity
or
sorority,
PROFESSOR WILLIAM M. MACE
', ,
coln Theater Box Office, University
when you rush
PROFESSOR RICHARD T. LEE
of Hartford, Sonya Wetstone's
i)
ANYTHING
you'd
like
students
Wednesday, April 29thm, 4-5:30 p.m;,Faculty Club
to know, or answers to questions Books & Cheese; Branford- ShoreTroubles with Representations in the Knowledge of Mind
you've frequently been asked about linewoman; Bridgeport- Bloodroot;
VfiJ lletown- Record Express; New
In the January 1981 issue of Scientific American Jerry Fodor argues that one can talk intelligently about
your organization.
thinking without presupposing anything about the physical: nature of the being^who does the thinking. A
So as to expedite the publication Haven- Cutler's II; Storrs- The
of this student service manual, Disc.
science of cognition need be based only on the notion of representation, independent of the material characPlease return your description to Child Care available. Wheelchair teristics of the being which has representations. This revival of Descartes has won extraordinary acceptance
Box 580 before FRIDAY, FEB. 13. accessible, Well-lighted, free parkamong certain philosophers, psychologists, and, computer scientists. It is; however, false. We intend in an afFeedback on this idea is more ing. Information: Hartford 247ternoon talk and discussion to examine some aspects of this question.
4061, New Haven 432-4184.than welcome!
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Studies
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Exchange
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Commentary
RAGTIME

"'•RE: Trinity Personals — A Collection
By Carl Schiessl and Jim Wyda
Everyone agrees that the Trinity
Tripod is one of the finest college
newspapers in the East. But since
we began reading the paper, we
have become aware of the shortcomings of this tabloid. In an attempt to eliminate as many of these
imperfections as possible, we
have pledged' our. tireless effort;
toward making the Tripod the
number one college newspaper in
the United States.
:
One area in which the Tripod is
decidedly deficient is interpersonal
communications. Most weekly
newspapers contain sections jn
..which, readers may either place
classified advertisements of offer
various services to their peers. This
information is often helpful to and
always entertaining for the readers
of the newspaper.
Until now,, members of the
Trinity community have been
denied the opportunity to express
themselves in such a manner
through the Tripod. But not
anymore. It is with great
satisfaction that we present the first
collection ot TRINITY PERSONALS.
WANTED: A viable student
center. Contact; Students, Trinity
"College.
.
AVAILABLE: Suite in Seabury
Hall offers room and board for
Sorority Sisters looking for a home.
Fee negotiable. Call 249-7819, ail
hours.
FOR HIRE: Politically active
Georgia' native with extensive
experience in state and federal
government. Adept at peanut
farming. Smile optional. Wife
included, no extra charge. Contact'
J.C.. Box 902, Plains, Georgia.
WANTED: An explanation of
what or who the Educational
Studies Program will be in 1981.

DO IT with Father John.
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m., McCook
301.
POSITION
AVAILABLE:
Challenging opportunity for
qualified candidate to save small,
confused, second rate liberal arts
college from it's obsession with
profits. Qualifications-managerial
skills and experience in various
levels of academe must be
demonstrated. Must be able to deal
with concerns of students and
faculty in addition to Trustees and
corporate executives. Interest in
skiing and mountain climbing will
eliminate the candidate from
consideration. Contact T.C., Box
99A
WANTED: Political Science
Thesis; any topic. Must be 40
pages, not outdated, Contact Carl.
SWF,
30, professional, attractive, vivacious, personalbe,
enjoys sports, good times, and
using adjectives. Desires meeting
honest, intelligent, well-rounded
SWM 20-40. Sincere men only may
apply. Send resurm to Box 9871.
LISTEN to WRTC 89.3 FM.
Diverse and stimulating music.
From rock to reggae to jazz to
. classical to alien. Always a pleasure.
DON'T LET THEM incorporate
us into the mainstream of pop
culture. Join Save the Preppy
Foundation. Contact Muffy, Box
72237.
SWM seeks female secretary or
small liberal arts college. Qualify
cations: Preferably blond, but not
required (Equal Opportunity Employer), typing, shorthand unnecessary.
FOR HIRE: Need a tutor for
upcoming administration of the
RLAT? Contact Stanley Keplun
Testing Center. Guaranteed
results. Expert preparation by an
excellent staff of Real Life tutors.

Beat the standardized testing
racket. $450 for six sessions.
WINNING RECORD SOUGHT:
Attention Athletic Directors of
Newport College, Worcester State
College, Yesguva University,
Cathedral College, W.P.I., and St.
Joseph's College. Please contact
soccer coach, Trinity College.
THE PROLETARIAT will use its
political supremacy to wrest, by
degrees, all capital from the
bourgeoisie, to centralize all instruments of production in the
hands of the State, and to increase
the total of productive forces as
fapidly and possible. But we need
you help. Contact Marxists
Anonymous, Box 2001.
ATTENTION: Divorced or
neglected. I will and can fulfill you
needs. Your place, no strings attached, will appear as carpenter if
necessare for benefit oi neighbors.
WANTED: A talented, popular,
and desirable band to play on
Spring Weekend. Contact Spring
Sting Committee, Trinity College.
Support the Police.
WANTED: Comfortable, cheap,
friendly bar, located somewhere
near campus (much like the old
Constitution House), which has not
become a fraternity party.
NEED HELP: AM starting a
nudist colony in Alaska. Thick skin
and warm heart required. Contact
Nanook, O.O. BOX AZFm Fairbands.
WANTED
DESPERATELY:
Jobs. Contact:' Class of 1981,
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut 06106.
FRUSTRATED? Angry?' Need
an outlet? If you are disturbed by
some aspect of the Trinity experience, just send a note explaining your gripe to Box 1310,
Trinity College. Confidentiality
guaranteed.

Liang Calls For Support of Mainland
China in Face of Soviet Aggression
By David Gurliacci
"Step up your, defenses so you
have' an edge over the Soviet
Union," was the most repeated
message of Hubert Liang, a
Chinese professor and journalist.
The spry 78 year-old, wearing the
dark' blue uniform and cap of
Mainland china spoke before a
nearly-full
Life
Sciences
Auditorium last Tuesday, to a
friendly audience.
Several themes dominated
Professor Liang's talk and the'
question and answer session afterward. Liang often brought up
the need for close Sino-American
Cooperation and admitted several
times that there had been
"mistakes"' made by many since
the Chinese Revolution of 1949.
Yet he added that the communist
party had done much good as well,
and that he was quite pleased with
its new leadership. Overall, Mr.
Liang! who has a wife and three
children, did not deviate much
;from'the public pronouncements
of his government.
Liang
was
educated
in
American at the University of
Missouri, and later went back to
China to become Dean of
•Journalism, at
Yen
Ching
University. He continued to teach
after the communists came to
power and has tought continuously
ever since, except during the
Cultural Revolution.
Currently
professor of English at Nabjubg
University, he has also been

recently appointed to the Institute
of International Studies in Peking.
He has also been a journalist,
writing for The Detroit News for
many years. .
Mr. Liang has returned to
American to teach temporarily at
his alma_inater' in Missouri, to
speak occasionally before other
audiences and to teach as a visiting
professor at the University of
Maine. Accordingto an American
friend of Liang, he has also been
speaking to policy-makers in the
Ford arid Rockefeller foundations,
"mobilizing people in powerful
positions with new...ideas." "You
must step up your defenses so you
have an edge- over the Soviet
Union. The Soviet Union respects
nothing but force. Recall theCupan crisis, ."Liang told his
audience. The crowd made up of as
many professors and older people
as of students, sat in silence at this
proposal, in marked contrast to the
enthusiastic reception of Liang's
calls for close Chinese-American
ties, his minor criticisms of
America and his admission of
mistakes in recent Chinese history.
One of two professors who had
introduced Liang was able to stop
smiling at this point, but this was
the only such point during the
meeting that he seemed able to do
so.
"American students come to me
and they say they are against
imperialism. It is good to be against,
British imperialism, American

imperialsim. But Soviet imperialism is the worst of all imperialisms," said Liang.
Liang also called for ChineseAmerican tries. "Once more, I'm
afraid, Chinese-American relations
are at a cross roads." Liang said
that China is moving closer and
closer to the U.S. but that out
he blamed previously ban relations
on past American policy makers,
particularly John Foster Dulles. "I
hope you will not fumble the ball
this time. If you do, god help us. "
Liang, asserting that bad relations
contributed to the Korean and
Vietman Wars, costing lives and
money, advised "Let's lea.rn from
history."
China, Liang warned, could
move toward either power,
although he- implied that the_
wounds between the two nations
are deep. "We threw off the yokes
of the Soviets. You do not know
what we sufferred."
Liang said that Vice Chairman Deng "has the situation
pretty will in hand. There will be a
struggle, but I don't think things
will be upset" as far as current "
pragmetic" policy is concerned.
Liang also asserted that the course
of events in china is going to be
tremendously influenced by what
your government will do.
About the Republic of hina,
Liang said "You make too much of
Taiwan,...Taiwan is no Issue at all.
Let's go ahead to restore (good)
relations between our tow

SGA Election Reform
To The Editor of The Tripod:
After analyzing the results of the recent S.G.A. election, we
would like to bring to the attention of the Trinity community the
defects of the present election system. Beginning with the manner
in which ballots were distributed (or actually in this case- not
distributed) and following this ill-conceived plan through all its
stages, we believe that the recent election should have followed the
same guidelines for its implementation as the November election.
Consider the advantages of the November open election:
1) Ballots were distributed through the campus'mail boxes. Each
person received one ballot and then cast their choices for
president and vice president of the S.G.A.
:
2) 51% of the campus voted, which is an excellent turn-out
considering the fact that the election was held on the Friday
before open period.
3) The incidence of voter fraud was negligible since each person
was given one ballot and had their name checked off once they
voted..
.
'
4) Publicity for the election was well conceived. Not only did the
election committee distribute the usual posters regarding the
forum and election but notices were also placed in student's
boxes.
The most recent election which took place this past Thursday
through Saturday, however, was an example of poor planning and a
lack of foresight on the part of the election committee. The below
results of the election should testify to this contention in an
adequate manner.
Disadvantages of the recent election:
1) The recent election of January 27th was described by election
committee chairman Ted Hartose as an "experiment." This
"experiment" was based on the plan that the S.G.A representative would distribute ballots to R.A.'s who, in turn, would hand
out and collect the ballots from students. Unfortunately, this
plan did not function well because:
a. Too many hands were required to execute the election process
b. Many students have testified to-the fact that they never
received ballots.
2) 20% of the campus voted, which is an abysmal turn-out. It is
clear from the small percentage of ballots cast that the actual
number of people receiving ballots was much lower than last
election.
3) Ther incidence of voter fraud was high. The writers of this
letter have personally consulted,.a BMnriiffifesSftlStadents who
claimed that they voted three or fou?
«
^
T
4) Publicity for the election was only partially successful.
the usual number of posters were displayed in Mather and tlic
library, no notices were placed in student mail boxes to promote
the election.
In conclusion, the undersigned group of students believe that the
procedures used in implementing the November election should be
used in all future elections. One amendment which we do propose,
however, is that unless 40% of the students vote in the next S.G.A.
election then the S.G.A. representatives should decide (at the
following) meeting) their next president. These and other matters of
elections will be discussed and debated at the next S.G.A. meeting
in Hamlin Hall at 10:00 p.m. on Tuesday night.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Hall,'81
John Leisenring,'81
Off-campus Representative to S.G.A.
Chris Sullivan,'83
Off-campus Representative to S.G.A.
TabithaZane,'81
countries." When asked whether
the United States ought to
recognize the R.O.C., however,
Mr. Liang asid that the U.S. ought
to support reunification of two
governments and the reuntion of
all
Chinese
people.
He
acknowledged that this would take
time and that China would have to
become a bit free if this were to
happen. He blamed the split in
large part upon Politicians. "It's
police-politics on both sides."
Of past communist rule on the
mainland, Liang echoed the
sentiments of China's current
rulers. He would not evaluate the
rule since_ 1949 systematically,
although he did say that certain
achievements had been accomplished. He recommended a soonto-be-issued pamphlet on the
subject by the Academy of Social
Sciences which would be the offical version.
According to Liang, "certain
achievements"
had
been
accomplished, and he noted that
"China is a more organized country
than ever before," and also that
women enjoyed equal rights. He
also mentioned that coolies were
not beaten up any more, as before.

The audience applauded in
agreement at various times
throughout the talk. One such time
occured after Liang said that much
of what China was getting from the
West was good, but that the
Chinese' probably didn't need
Coca-cola. Another time occurred
with
Liang
advocated ™*
rehibilitation and attention to
Confucious in China and in the
West.
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Editorial and Commentary
Fraternity Freedoms
Versos Campus Peace

S.G.A. Elections Fail

Early Saturday night, the relative quiet by Mather Campus Center
was broken by the sounds of breaking glass, shouts and screaming
laughter. Yet another pledge period has commenced at Trinity with its
usual antics and disturbances. Recently, there has been some
discussion concerning the volume of noise at the College. The letter
from the seven student organizations also pointed out that there
seems to be a lack of sensitivity amongst students. The actions of
fraternity brothers exemplify and further aggravate this tendency.
In the midst of such problems of alcohol misuse amongst students,
complaints of stereos turned up too loud, and a constant, noisy hum
in the library, does the majority of the Trinity College community have
to tolerate this extra infringement on their peace? Although these
brothers and the pledges may be enjoying themselves in their intoxicated state, do they meanwhile realize the abusive connotations of
'their actions? In their freedom to self-expression, they are stepping on
the rights ot their peers.
For some men at Trinity, these "pick-up" nights are a moment that,
for them, is marked by either anticipation or disappointment. During
the next two weeks, those who were found to be unacceptable due to
an eccentricity of who were to be deemed incompatible with the interests of a given fraternity will be constantly reminded of their social
"failure."

•:•:•

However, rather than feeling rejected or left out, they should realize
how fortunate they are. In the long run, their independence at the end
of four years will be more admirable. Anyone who is a prospective
rush or who has the opportunity to join the rush again should question
the maturity and wisdom of becoming a part of the fraternity ribaldry.
They should question their own self-respect and their ultimate respect
of their peers.

The student Government Association tried to organize an efficient
and fair election on Thursday, January 29. Unfortunately, however,
they failed in their attempt. In light of the reported.20% voter turn-out
and the s|im margin of votes between Jim Pomeroy and John
Leisenring, and Liz Carrigan and Chris Sullivan, one cannot help but
question whether all the candidates were given an equal chance at
either victory or defeat.
.
The stated purpose of an at-large election was to give the Trinity
community a voice in the choice of President and Vice President of a
solely student representative body. Clearly, last week's elections fall
abysmally short of this ideal. If a majority of students at the College
did not vote, then these elections should be considered invalid and
new elections should be called.
The distribution of ballots and their eventual return to the S.G.A. office seemed to be a major problem. Not only did the S.G.A. depend
upon the efficiency of their representatives, but they also placed a
large burden on campus R.A.'s., who did not necessarily properly
carry out their appointed job.
Although there should be some sort of cooperation between these
two groups, it is folly for the S.G.A. to expect the RX's to carry out
what could be considered a monumental task. Since the results of
these elections directly affects the effective functioning of the S.G.A.,
one would presume that they would be leary of putting this responsibility in the hands of an outside constituency.
It is puzzling that the S.G.A. changed the format of these second
elections after the relative success of first semester. This seemed to
be the best and the simplest method for encouraging student participation. It also inhibited voter fraud and assured an equal break for
both parties.
.
Therefore, at tonight's meeting, the editorial board feels that the
S.G.A. should start from scratch. If Pomeroy and Carrigan feel a sense
of responsibility to the College -community which they represent, then
they should not consider their "victory" in these last elections as
binding.

Soinozar'We Fight For the Yankee, Enemy of Humanity'
But this is histroy: A history of
terrorizing dictatorship which must
be acknowledged in order to
underscore our responsibility to
this country, and therefore, define
• o w L perwnt role ,.in. Nicaragua's,
Well
operating situation,.
»"ell known. The
Somoza and a "standard
dictatorship was born as an in- procedure demanded that all
On July 19, 1979 the Somoza
strument
of
U.S.
counter- businesses give Somoza a cut. For
surgency. Most of the National over fifteen years, Nicaragua regime was overthrown. The new
by
Guard's officers and men were received over $20 million in U.S. government, ' established
trained in U.S. military schools. military aid; $3 million in arms revolutionary forces, began with a
The Guard, the brutalizing arm of sales credit and $1 million in foreign debt of 1.5 billion and less
the Somoza' family, executed training programs. The Somoza than $4 million in the national •
thousands of people and in- regime, fueled also by 1972 ear- treasury. With the emergence of
discriminately bombed industries thquake relief funds, conducted the Marxist-influenced Sandinista
and neighborhoods. For forty-four profiteering venturesAnvolving Liberation Front, old patterns of
U.S.-Central American relations
years, all U.S. presidents, for millions of dollars, at the expense
were destroyed. Within Central
F.D.R. to Nixon, maintained solid of the homeless and the hungry.
america, the Sandinista triumph
frightened- conservatives as the
military governments of El
Salvador and Guatemala feared
violent leftist oppostition. The
spreading turmoil demanded, and
continues to demand an effective
ByMauraMclneraey
"We Fight the Yankee, Enemy of
Humanity". The roots of this
description, attributed to the

support for this dynasty,, while a
team of supporters in Congress
helped them ascertain numerous
government loans. In 1975,
American investments constituted

Tripod

U.S. policy responsive to the
changing political environment of
Central america. The opportunity
for the development of a position
promoting justice, freed on and the
legitimate ampliations of the people
can
begin ' in
Nicaragua.
Examination of the Sandinistabacked government evidences the
evolution of popular democratic
process to include the participation
of all Nicaraguan citizens. Their
ambitious literacy campaign has
"already reduced the illiteracy rate
from 50% to 14%. Extensive
Somoza land holdings are being
distributed to the landless. Farmers
receive technical, financial and
marketing assistance from the
government. The FSLN also enjoys
the support of the Roman Catholic
Church, and most of the private
sector, he rapid .progress of the
government towards fulfilling
fundamental social, political and
economic rights cannot be denied.

The United States must abandon

;

its preoccupation with imperialistic •
politics, and restore its credibility
in Nicaragua. We must aid a
revolutionary government's efforts
to' provide a better .life for its
people. Nicaragua is not alligned
with the Soviet Union, but such
linkage could be forged by U.S.
hostility to domestic changes' as
was our experience in Cuba.
Through Nicaragua, we must offer
Central America a "positive ,
commitment
to : democratic
development, cutting off all aid to
the country,, as Reagan's administration proposes, results in
demoralization of the private
sector in Nicaragua, which has now
already begun; increased suspician ;
of the U.S. throughout Central
America; and ultimately perhaps ;
another Cuba. This is somethings !
that American cannot afford, and !
that Nicaragua does not deserve. :

Running in Place Letters of Transit in London
By Kate Meyers
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I am having a rough time writing
my first column, this initial-type
stuff that I'd like to relate is not
coming together. My impressions
of this new city in a new country
are just bits and pieces of imagesdifferent traffic lights and street
signs and the sour face of the old
man who sells fruity next to the
underground (subway) station.
Input hits me from all directions, at
every moment; and each day is an
daventure. I'm not quite the innocent that Huck Finn was, but at
least now I know what he was
feeling out there on the raft.
There are no C adillacs or
Lincolns that cruise down the
boulevard. Cars are little,
supermarkets are little, and the
dollar is extremely little. Taxis are
black, go-go boots are white,
purple is the in color, and no, this is
not a commercial for the RCA
colortract. They (the English) call
the elevatro ''the lift" and the
bathroom "the 100" and have no
trouble spotting
Americans
because we're the ones looking the
wrong way when we cross the
street. There is a fellow named

Cadbury who monopolizes the
chocolate market and who makes
Nestle's seem like a plastic-factory.
And there is another chap named
McVitie who makes a cookie
called a digestive that compliments
even the weakest of teas.
People, in general, speak in a
sophisticated manner and make
extensive and colorful use of their
immense vocabularies. The adjectives stand out--nrarvelous,
super, royal, bloody and frighful, to
name a few. They're not the same
out of context and without an
accent. The little kids say "Mummy
"Mummy that" and they seem extremely well-mannered and welldressed. However, they still whine
and get ice cream all over their faces
when eating a cone (I guess some
things are universal).
I keep laughing at the news
because it reminds me of Monty
Python (it could also have
something to do with my difficulty
in accepting the word of anyone
except Walter Cronkite). The
Pubs close early and the city quiets
early but getting up early is still not
easy. London offers 93 theatres, 74
parks, 17 bridges a myriad of

museums and the open street
markets are strewn throughout the
city. Most of the buildings are old
and beautiful. Walking around
alone is no problem. I could go on
and on but I think you get the
picture.

;
'
'
'
/
'

It doesn't take a ride on a double-,
decker bus for a person (me) to re-.'
alize how narrow my prospective has'
been; how much there is beyond
the academic walls; and maybe
most importantly, how alone I
really am.
Alone doesn't mean lonely,
though. And I don't miss the pinks
and greens of home, there are a few
chosen people who are always part
of me, wherever I go, They
consume my thoughts in quiet
moments but I'm usually too busy
to let the empty, far away feeling
settle in. Crossing the street still
keeps me on my toes and I've
finally turned to may around and
figured out how to read it. Getting
lost is still a habit, but its not as bad
as it sounds because I can always .
drop in the nearest Pub, order up
some bitters, drink them down,
forget my worries and realize it's a
fine life after all.
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Letters to the Editor
Was it Eugene Davis Speaking?

The Art of
Expanding
An Education

Suggesting that every effort be eye: "In answer to the point raised previously expressed such concern
To the Editor
aobut the reestablishment of the for faculty morale. Surely the real
In May 1979, the faculty of this made to find positions for such
college suffered through three people in other departments, he Education Department, Davis said Professor da vis would not hav
agonizing faculty meeting at which wrote: "I submit that over the long that the department had weakened indulged in such misinformed,
proposed reductions in faculty size haul the cost to our students of a itself because they were in fact gratuitous insults to fellow faculty
were discussed and voted upon. dispirited, anxiety-haunted, or giving courses that didn't sound members. Surely he would no have
To the Editor:
The atmosphere was tense, the hostility-ridden faculty will be like education courses, . . . they implied that sociology and
In coming to Trinity for years votes were extremely close. At that much greater than the cost of any were giving sociology and
psychology are irrelevant to thew
ago, I was prepared to learn many time, Professor Eugene Davis of temporary dislocation."
psychology courses', weakening study of education. I therefore
things. I had hoped to expand my the Department of History cirIt was therefore with shock and the focus of the department."
education in two ways. The ob- culated a memorandum urging great sadness that I read the Surely this could not have been hope that the real Professor Davis
vious manner in which a student compassion for faculty members Tripon's account of the recent Professor Eugene Davis speaking. I will take up his pen to denounce
man develop is through his or her whose jobs were treatened by the Board of Fellows forum. One cannot believe that these are the the mischief wrought by this imcourses. The academic education elimination of' thejr department. sentence, in particular, caught my words of the m a n ' who had postor. Charles B.Schultz,
Chairman
that I have obtained through my
Department of Education
studies is greatly due to the highly
qualified faculty.
The word "education" directly
translated into Spanish (educacion) To the Editor:
absurd suggestion that the Neither have I any intention of
changes the meaning completley.
According to Davis' version of
For
some
reason,
fanciful
historical
The more accurate translation misrepresenting the offerings of the blaming the victim, the education department brought about its own ignoring
would be "manners", and it is here education department has not gone department had weadened itself downfall ingores not only the facts ruminations made in public that do
that I have recently been disap- out of fashion even after the because "hey were in fact giving about our program but also the a disservice to a laudable program,
pointed by the example of one department has been reduced to a courses that didn't sound like monumental attack leveled against one that brought credit to this
Trinity professor.
skimpy program and two fine education courses . . . they were it. Most curious of sll is a "professor . College for decades because of the
At the lecture by Edward Guay, faculty members have been forced giving sociology and psychology of the history classics at an in- great loyalty, sacrifices and
accomplishments of its faculty.
Chief Economist of Connecticut to leave. The latest invention was courses" weakening the focus of stitution with separate history and
Genreal, that was sponsored by the authored by Professor davis in an the department. In point of fact, classics departments who finds What I hope for is that season for
ecamonica Department and uncalled for statement before the Davis is ignorant of the facts of our courses that relate psychology and taking potshots at our work is
finally over.
AIESEC last Tuesday, I was Board of Fellows, no less, that was offerings and, not surprisingly, education out of focus.
shocked by the performance of Dr. granted wider circulation in the wrong-headed
in
his
By god, I have no desire to revive
Harvey S. Picker
Battfs of the economics Depart- Tripod.
characterization of them. His and relive the bitterness of the past.
Associate Professor of Physics
ment. After Mr. Guay had agreed
to come to Trinity free of change
and had given an extremely well
organized and informative lecture
To (he Editor:
on the "Economic Implications of a
Americans have put up with worse The bureaucracies and special platform of balancing the budget
Reagan Administration", I do not Qi Tuesday, January 20, 1981, before; instead, they wanted to interest lobbies do have a great
and immediate tax reductions, or
believe that he deserved the was a significant day. Why? change from the managerial say in Washington politics. Therein so his appointees have staged.
treatment offered by Professor Primarily because the United competency of the Carter Ad- lies the problem.
Similarly, the Republicans in
States inaugurated a new President. ministration, which ably decided
Battis.
Reagan's stunning victroy, congress will not propose or pass
I see nothing wrong with This in itself does not signify how to get from here to there surprising for its margin, and the such absurdities because they have
presenting an opinion contrary to anything memorable — it has without enunciating where "there" accompanying takeover of -the much at stake as well. They need
thirty-nine
times would be. This lack of so-called Senate by the Republicans led to prove they can govern after
that of a guest speaker as did occured
Professor McKenna, but to get up previously. But in only five vision and communication led to many to proclaim the conservative lambasting the Democrats' eji<?ffeand walk out because of such a elections has an elected incumbent the vote against Carter. Even
mandate. But as Eugene McCarthy After all, they have not had&s.)^ "*1
bekm^mm^ ^
disagreement is unacceptable. lost, the last incidence in 1932 during the campaign, Carter and and James J. Kiipatrick note, opportunity since
Proe.ssor Battis has failed to when FDR defeated Herbert his cohorts failed to clarify this. mandates come in different sizes. born, and if they blow » 1 P S 5 exemplify the "educacion" that Hoover. While few suggest the Instead, they attempted to Greater Mandates suually appear they may not get another one for a
should be a part of a Trinity nation's difficulties are as severe discredit Ronald Reagan, to warn after election "gamboling about the while. Therefore, the sage analysts
speak the truth. Reagan and his
now as then, voters displayed their of the impending doom of liberals' White House lawn." They also
education.
Republican colleagues will not
dissatisfaction.
favorite programs.- He sounded
caution that sometimes Greater
drastically alter the federal
This discontent stemmed only plausible as Reagan spouted off
Mandates disappear, never to be
Sincerely,
government because it would be
indirectly
from
economic
difabout
eradicating
the
Departments
seen again. Despite the frantic
Philip W.Grabfield
ficulties a n d foreign affairs. of Education and Energy and efforts and wounded cries of both difficult and inadivsable.
exterminating the food stamp Reagan's reactionary backers, it Liberals and other such species
have lttle to fear.
program, and backtracked from re- appears that this will occur;
.However, while liberals have
recognizing Taiwan and abanSurely I jest-but does any
doning social Security.
alternative exist? President Reagan little to fear, the nation does. U.S.
to: Ms. Louise C. Bond "
After the election, though, such will attempt to legitimize his voters elected Reagan not to give
Ms. Patty Paddock
fears subsided. Most analysts presidency in a hurry. Can the him a conservative mandate but for
Ms. Alexandra Zolan
explained that Reagan would be President of the United States a change. The American people
From: T. Smith
unable to dismantle all of the attempt to turn back the clock? need someone to tell them where
Your letter to the editor of the TRIPOD (1/27/81) has been
programs and departments his Few would assert that. Reagan will they're going, what they are headed
discussed by a number of administrators concerned with
more reactionary advisors wanted try to disprove all the blasphemous' toward. Jimmy Carter did this in
undergraduate life. There is no reason why you or others should
him too. These prognosticators statements Carter made about him. the 1976 campaign but then forgot
suffer the harrassment and indignity you describe, and I hope
reasoned
that
unbudging He will not abolish Social Security, how; Ronald Reagan needs to
the publication of your letter will encourage others who may
bureaucracies would impede such establish a one-and-a-half China1 , remember.
know who caused your discomfort, or similar discomfort to
action, which also would be op- policy (whatever that may be), and
"others, to report them to Dean Winer or Ms. Dow. We will not
posed by the special interests he may not even eliminate the
Ted Hartsoe
tolerate acts which are so clearly malicious and can see no
concerned. Very few federal Departments of Energy and
A Student
reason for treating those who commit them with other than the
branches would remain for Reagan Education, at least not immediately.
strongest disciplinary measures at our disposal.
to prune. This generally is correct.. Likewise, he is retreating from his

Misrepresentation of Education

Inauguration Day: January 20,1981

Trinity Responds to Racismj
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When was the LAST time you BANKED with us? There've been some
CHANGES madel
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For a SECURE and FAST delivery, you can count on us to make your
DEPOSITS enjoyable.
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We vary the INTEREST with CHANGING specials daily.
A new BANKING sandwich snack, dessert and IMPORTED (BEER)
BANKING M E N U .
EXTRA DIVIDEND - A bottle of wine, up to an eight dollar value, with
dinner for two or more, wflti Trinity I. D.
SPECIAL TRINITY HAPPY HOUR 9:00-12:00 p.m. Monday & Tuesday
w W Trinity I.D. ' \lv:':- \ v^v'-yy ' ' ' ' \ "'•'/•' :
•."'•••. /'-'^^
' *

752 MAIN STREET AT CENTRAL ROW, HARTFORD
DIAL: A HOLD-UP for Reservations
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Arts Calendar
Trinity Students
Read Poetry

Connecticut State Poets
to lead at Trinity

On Monday, February 9 at 8:00
p.m. the Poetry Center is sponsoring an Open Poetry Reading
featuring Trinity students. The
reading will be held in the lounge
of the English house.

Four students from various
Connecticut
colleges
and
universities will read from their
works on Wednesday, February 4
at 8:00 p.m. in Garmany Hall of
Austin Arts Center.

Turner Lecture

Faith Ringgold
Takes Up Residence

Dr. Jerrold Ziff, professor of fine
arts at the University of Illinois at
Champaign/Urbana, will speak at
Artist, feminist and black.activist
Trinity College Wednesday,
February 11 at 4:00 p.m, in Austin Faith Ringgold will be in residence
Arts 320. His topic will be "Tur- at Trinity College Wednesday and
ner's First Quotations of Poetrv: Thursday, February 4 and 5. An
An Examination of intentions." exhibit of her works will be on
The lecture, which is sponsored by display in the Watkinson Library
the fine arts department, is free and February 2-8 and a reception will
be held there on February 4 at 4:00
the public is invited to attend.
p.m.

Mel Wong to Perform

"Journey* Pulsates with Warmth
by Susan Kidman
1
' Journey'', the Trinity College
Dance Faculty's performance,
provided the Trinity community
with a pleasant and relaxing
evening of modern dance. The
program consisted of five works
that celebrated movement and its
unifying dimension. Each piece
drew its imagery and movements
from a different culture yet a
steady flow of rhythm, sound and
quality prevailed to unify them.
"Journey" began with "The Flyer
and the Kite" danced by Connie

(tfnoreographer)? ~lin this piece,
Shifrin constructed a beautiful
portrayal of the subtle movement
relationship between a kite, its
flyer and the wind. With slight, soft
movements, Shifrin would direct
her kite (Kreemer), who would
flutter softly, tenuously supported
and pushed by the wind. The
exchange of quiet impulses between Kreemer and Shifrin and the
rhythms these produced were
dynamic and interesting and was a
good starting place for the journey.
From the universal theme of
kites and wind the journey moved
to China with a piece presented by
Judy
Dworin
entitled
"Breathspace". This work incorporated many traditional
Oriental movements with the sense
of flow established in the first
piece. Although more bound,
sustained and direct than the first
piece., the sense of rhythm and use
of breath that was established
provided the unifying link of the
journey and.ijjgdijpd^. an Oriental
ffe~^eiepW^v^s^S||l|S^i^i
that pervaded -the: cdnceffi
Dworin's exquisite embroidered
costume, the appropriate lighting
and the Oriental music gave the
piece a cool, subdued tone.

Dworin's lovely arms set in this writhing, creating in her body a
scene were fascinating and were tension which climaxed in
one of the stronger elements of the darkness. As the lights came up
again, a more subdued Powers was
piece.
The next work, "Rain/ Crane", "joined by Dworin, and they danced
choreographed by Susan Waltner, together in a free flowing style,
opened with a large steel orb and a turning and whirling, building up a
semicircular structure covered common tension similar to, but less
with cord moving freely in the air intense than, Powers' initial one.
from their suspended position. This .^ The two ended their frenzied dance
movement was accompanied by a with the calm release which follows
percussionist playing on far eastern such emotional tension. This
sounding drums. This set combined ending, despite a slight lighting
with superb lighting gave one the problem, was very effective and
sense of being in a quiet place in provided a nice setting for the next
which the only sounds were those piece.
"Moon Dust", choreographed
of nature. Into this setting the four
^^rft'eiitfited in loosely fitting and danced by Judy Dworin and
brown outfits and quickly Connie Kreemer, took the journey
established the image of cranes to its conclusion in a dance of joy,
with their large, long movements wonder .and celebration. The inthat were yet quiet and soft. teraction between Kreemer and
Throughout the piece, the flow of Dworin was a happy and smiling
the journey was ever present and one and provided a pleasant
was enhanced by the smoothness change in whch one finally saw
and apparent ease with which the emotion on the dancers' faces as
dancers moved. As they travelled well as in their bodies. Both their
about the stage they established bodies and faces were playful and'
from the crane image and energized, and the pervading sense
movements, the rhythm of a of flow in the journey was brought
rainfall which was complemented to a conclusion by the two of them,
and accented by the percussionist. joined together by touch and
With the patteVing of their feet and movement, looking up in wonder
the movements of their bodies, a and bathed in light.
"Journey" was a - fine concert
strong, full image of rain and
cranes was established. The rain overall. The energy was high,
changed in intensity, and the flow pieces were well rehearsed and
of movements in the dancers from polished and the lighting was
rain to crane beautifully portrayed especially effective. The sense of a
the interactions which occur in journey was successfully conveyed
nature between the elements and as well by the ever present rhythm
creatures. This piece was very and flow of movement in each
satisfying to watch. It had a fullness piece. Despite this pervasive rhythm
and vivid image that remained in and flow the program was
one's mind and was very effective diverse enough to be dynamic and
in carrying the theme of the interesting. The strong sense of
nature and movement added to the
journey.
The next piece, Katherine theme as well. The concert was one
Powers' "Village Earth", took the of the better faculty performances
flow of journey to primitive and we have had in the past few years
tribal rituals. Set alone with a single and the dance faculty should be
light from above, Powers moved in applauded for such a fine effort.
a ritualistic manner, whirling and

New Theatre Season Underway
by Laura A. Wttcox
The casts for two upcoming
shows were selected this past week.
These shows are just the beginning
of a very active season of theater.
The first show is The Fantastlcks
and will be presented by The
Jesters February 12, 13, and 14
(Thursday, Friday, and Saturday)
at 8:00 p.m. in Garmany Hall of
Austin Arts Center. Scott
Collishaw '81, is directing and
starring as Matt. Karen Webber
'84, will portray Luisa. Their

fathers will be played by H. Scott
Nesbitt '83 and C. Madison Riley
'81. The part of El Gallo will be
played by Talbott Dowst '81. The
new comedy team of Michael
Rausseo "81 and Bob Reith '81 (also
known as Rausseo and Reith) will
be playing the parts of the Actor
and the Indian respectively. The
Mute will be portrayed by Dana
Giddings '82. The Fantasticks is
sure to be an enjoyable rendition of
the classic musical. There is no
admission charge — it's free!
The second show of the semester

is -Eleanora Duse under the
direction of Roger Shoemaker. The
play features Lucy Cole as the
drama coach. Ann Brown, Debbie
Bliss, and Mary Goodman portray
the actresses while John Thompson, Jim Frankel, Kyle Saunders;
and Jordan Bain play the actors.
-Also appearing are Chris SiTva, Jim
Kirby, Louise Bond and Otie
Brown as Duse. Eleanora Duse will
be presented by the Trinity Theater
Arts Department, March 5, 6, 7,
and 8 in the Goodwin Theater of
Austin Arts Center.

The Mel Wong Dance Company
will perform at Trinity College on
Wednesday, February 11 in the
Goodwin Theatre of the AustinArts C enter at 8:00 p .m. Admission
to the performance is $2.00; $1.00
for students. There will be a master
class for Trinity students on
Thursday, February 12 at 1:00 p.m.
in the Austin Arts Center. The
event is made possible by a grant
from the Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher Education, with
the cooperation .of the Hartt
School of Music.

Jazz Trio Features
ierry Bergonzi
The Hartforo C 'Miservatory Jazz
Trio will be joineu *<y in
ternationally-acclairned tenor
saxophonist Jerry Bergonzi in a
program of original jazz com
positions. The concert will be held
on Friday, February 6 at 8:00 p.m
in Memorial Hall of Central Baptis
Church, 457 Main Street, Hartford
Connecticut. Donation is"$4.50
Tickets are available at the door
For information, call 246-2588.

Restaurant Review

The Market
by Pam Wilton

Well folks, it's restaurant time
once again. For restaurant reviews
of 1981, we decided to venture out
of Hartford proper and explore the
culinary eateries in the surrounding
towns of Glastonbury,1 Farmington
and Avon. With the diversity of the
restaurants opening in Hartford,
we, nevertheless, visited an old
favorite of ours, The Market.
Located in the Glen Lochen Mall
in Glastonbury, the charm and
warmth of The Market makes it a
place to be remembered. Though
the roaring fire, the rich woods, the
plush greenery and the soft lighting
- all contribute to the attractiveness
of The Market, its most alluring
aspect is the quality of its service.
We were seated by John, our
waiter, in' the lower dining area
within moments of entering the
restaurant. The' atmosphere of the
lower room was enhanced by the
view of the surrounding countryside. A different touch was the
complimentary
tureen
of
homemade New England clam
chowder accompanying each meal.
Also included in the price of the
dinner was an assortment of freshly

baked breads and an incredible
salad bar. The latter could easily be
a meal in itself! As a matter of fact,
The Market offers a soup and salad
bar combination, for a reasonable
$
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We began our repast with a
serving of mushroom caps. Stuffed
with scallops and topped with a
rich Bernaise sauce, these were
somewhat below par. The caps
themselves were a bit soggy, and
the combination of stuffing and
Bernaise sauce was just too rich.
Our advice? Try something else if
you want an appetizer. For our
entree we sampled one of The
Market's specialties, Teriyaki
Chicken ($8.75). Served with a
baked potato or rice pilaf, the
generous serving of chicken had a
unique, slightly sweet Teriyaki
baste which' is, in our opinion, an
acquired taste. Other possibilities
include the typical steak and
potato combinations. However,
there are also eleven seafood
selections from which to choose.
Featured among these are the
shellfish'dishes, the swordfish, and
the catch-of-the-day. Our final
comment? The Market is an affordable, quiet and elegant dining
experience.

Refugees
Overwhelm Somalia
The U.N. termed it "the worst refugee problem on earth."
Three-hundred children are dying each day due to a lack of
food and water, and the Soviet-backed Ethopian attemps at
mass extermination. Please bring your ideas on how the
Trinity community can help in relief efforts to a meeting of the
STUDENTS FOR SOMALIA.
TOMORROW AT 10:00 PM IN THE ALUMNI LOUNGE
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Arts
Record Review

Innovation and Experience Accentuate New Albums
Yes

transitions are so subtle that the found a settled rhythm section in
album sounds like one single Jaco Pastorius and drummer Peter
by Mark D&ble
Erskine. They have established Los
concert.
Yesshotvs is an excellent, live
Yesshows is worth listening to Angeles as their studio and
two-record set by the British rock
because it is a quality album in all management base.
Despite the surprises in the title
group Yes, pioneers of the "artrespects. It is also the last effort
rock" genre. The quintet gives from the original band. The recent cut, several other songs on the
fresh interpretation to seven songs
departure of Anderson and album reveal the trademark
from/their last five studio efforts.
Wakeman from the band and the Weather Report sound. "Dream
Most of the songs are written by , substitution of a new lead vocalist Clock" and "Forlorn" are both
for
Zawinul's
Jon Anderson whose high tenor
and keyboardist have deprived the vehicles
voice is clear and distinct.
band of much of their character characteristic Oberheim synKeyboardists Rick Wakeman and
and talent. Yesshows is an epitaph thesizer work and Shorter's
Patrick Moraz are innovative, to one of the leading prpgressive saxophone finesse, reminiscent of
earlier efforts. There is a unique
providing the foundation to Yes's rock bands" of the 1970's.
cover version of Duke Ellington's
technirock sound. Accomplished
Rockbi' In Rhythm which exhibits a
guitarist Steve Howe's riffs are
swing feel underneath the electric
crisp and penetrating to the point
by Joseph Tucker
keyboards. Shortens only comof being irritating. Chris Squire's
In the latest effort from this position on this disc, Port of Entry,
bass weaves melodies "around
veteran
jazz
ensemble, highlights Erskine's percussion and
guitars and keyboards. Alan
producer/keyboardist Josef
Jaco Pastorius's speedy bass licks.
White's drum work is clever and
Zawinul dominates the album,
On the whole, this record is
tight, but does not dominate the
having written five of the album's another fine-crafted work from a
music. From listening to Yesshows
eight cuts. One of these is the title group of experienced musicians,
and seeing the band three times, I
selection, which features an upbeat yet no great exploration takes
can say that the members of Yes
swing tempo supported by Jaco place, and at times the sound is a
take (heir music seriously.
Pastorius's walking bass line. The bit predictable. Nevertheless, the
One unique aspect of Yesshows. middle-of-the-road feel which this
is the song selection. The album is song displays is a slight departure playing is superb, and the album is
a mixture of recent more com- from Weather Report's musical well produced.
mercial material — "Parallels", approach.
"Going for the One" — and some of
The group was formed in the
their older and more artistic tunes early 70's by Zawinul, who was
by David Simons
— "The Gates of Delirium", once a member of Cannonball
"Ritual". The mixture is a success. Adderley's group, and Wayne
The Jam's newest album, Sound
Yesshows is very well engineered Shorter, a saxophonist of the Affects, shows a lot of promise as a
and produced. The tracks were highest reputation. Having gone strong rock and roll album. The
recorded over a three year period through many different bassists and Jam keeps the good old flavor of
and at four different shows, but the drummers, they have apparently rock alive as today's music turns

Weather Report

The Jam

Atwood Probes Mid-Life Crises
wretched affair, is a paleontologist
is fairly unhappy in this book,
(translator's note: a dinosaur
including the offspring of the
scientist). She has a hard time
It's Saturday afternoon, I have unhappy parents, Ms. Atwood
dealing with human beings, which
just finished reading this week's delves deftly into their respective
book (with a few minutes to spare), psyches and lays bare their in- is, understandable when you look at
the other people in this book. She
and now I face the unpleasant task nermost thoughts, but the effect is
escapes the ugliness of modern
of writing some measly sentences that of three characters who have
existence by drifting off into a
about it while everyone else is devoted their lives to endlessly
gussying themselves up for the mulling over the past and carping world where dinosaurs still plod
about. One of the more memorable
mysterious "D. Sales" dance. If you about the present. Elizabeth and
notice a certain tone of reluctance Nate are the married couple. After passages in Ms. Atwood's book is
in these words, it comes from being ten years, their love for each other one in which Lesje is eating in a
forced to compose words of wit has died. "Because of the children" mall 'with her former lover, a.
and wisdom on a Saturday night, (o immortal phrase!), they insist on miserable worm of a fellow, and
rather !than on a comfortable living in the same house, although she conjures up a brontosaurus or
Sunday; morning. The Tripod has. Nate's moved into the guest room. something, imagining it crashing
New Rules and Regulations this They permit each other lovers through the walls of the shopping
semester, and it takes a papal while ruling out any chance of new center. How can you dislike her?
dispensation to be permitted to love by inviting these lovers over Still, her inertia pissed me off after
hand yqur article in late. What I'm for dinner parties with the other a while. All the characters in Life
trying to say is, don't blame me if spouse. The behavior of this family Before Man lack the will to take
is bizarre, enough to warrant a charge of their lives instead of just
this is a lousy article, okay?
Before you people out there study by a Masters and Johnson drifting along,
Margaret ^twood's writing is
begin to gripe, let me assure you research project. Unfortunately, I
that I, too, have noticed something must deem Elizabeth and Nate as gripping, even if her characters are
strange about the books that have unworthy of my affection, as I'm not. If you have a few extra hours
fallen into my hands lately. They sure you will too, if you bother to over Open Period, you might want
to pick up Life Before Man for a
seem to alt concern grownups of read it.
The only reason I'm forced to quick read. As for me, now that I'm
approximately forty years who are
suffering mid-life crises. Their lives recommend that you do read Life done with this review, I'm going to
are murky pools of divorce, doubt, Before Man is Lesje. Lesje, with go do it up., Saturday night is still
fear of aging, ambivalence towards whom wretched Nate is having a young.
their children and disinterest in
sex. These are easil" recognized as
very bad signs indeed. The
ludicrous bit is this: here's a twenty
year old reader attempting to get a
handle on the morass of emotions
that is'a forty year .lid's. I realize
THE NEED HELP WRITING?
that the very action vill only serve
T
R
INITY
LET US HELP,..
to exacerbate the rt»j>ile egos of
W
R
I
T
I
N
G
English Department
any older people <.v»> are in the
l i 5 Ver
throes of one of those mid-life
CENTER
non S t r e e t
crises.
527-3151
e x t . 392
I'm not telling twenty year olds
HOURS:
to avoid Margare .••vood's Life
Daily, Monday - F r i d a y , 9:00 a.m. - 5--:00 p.m.
Before Man. It i . beautifully
Monday evening, 6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
written book. F n - sentence
Tuesday evening, 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
carries meaning, beljmg the fact
Thursday evening, 6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
that Ms. Atwood is also an extremely gifted poet. But, onee
Workshops: February 9th and 10th
again, we have the unhappy wife —
February 23rd and 24th
unhappy husband — unhappy
mistress formation. Yes>, everyone
3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p,m.
Seabury '9-17.'
byjNatafieE.T. Anderson

more and more toward New Wave.
The Jam utilize powerful guitars
and good vocals to provide a
unique sound that is innovative,
but still solid rock.
"Start" is the first song on side
one and is by far the best cut off
Sound Affects. "Start" was one of
the top hits in England last year
and is sure to make it big here in
America too. "Start" is truly an
exceptional song with a smooth
melody and a catchy beat. The
song "Boy About Town" is another
example of the melodic sound of
Sound Affects. "Boy About Town"
also has good vocals and a pop
tune.
Other songs from Sound Affects
are much closer to hard rock and
roll, such as "Dream Time" and
"Set the House Ablaze." Both cuts

are examples of rowdy, stimulating,
rock that The Jam are known for.
Still keeping with their powerful
style, The Jam employ harmonizing
and background vocals on "Man in
the Corner Shop" and "Monday"
which make these two of the best
songs on the record. The song
"That's Entertainment" is mellower
than the rest of the album, but also
uses background vocols and tie
strong sound that characterises
The Jam.
On Sound Affects, The Jam once
again produce very energized rock
and roll. Although The Jam have
been influenced by punk rock,
Sound Affects is a good solid rock
and roll album. Their music keeps
alive the strong tradition of British
ropk, but nevertheless remains
unique.

CPTV Promotes History
From Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee
to Billie Holliday and Betty Carter;
from the memory-laden streets of
Harlem to the baseball diamonds of
yesterday's Negro leagues — the
contributions and culture of blacks
in America are highlighted on
Connecticut Public Television
during February, Black History
month.
''With Ossie and Ruby" is a
personal vision of both Ossie Davis
and Ruby Dee who conceived and
wrote the 13 programs. This series
is a television anthology of music,
dance, comedy, and original drama
that pays tribute to the wide
spectrum of our multi-cultural
heritage.
Several of the programs approach ethnic diversity in the U. S.
from an historical perspective. "I
Remember Harlem" guides viewers
through three hundred years of
that community's history. Harlem

has played home to the famous and
the infamous including: Langston
Hughes, Paul Robeson, Father
Divine, Madame Walker. That
same three-hundred year time span
is covered in an entirely different
vein by veteran actress Paulene
Myers. Myers draws distinctive
portraits of black women through
the years in a bravura one-woman
performance in "World of My
America."
"Only the Ball was White" probes
the lives of the men who played
baseball in the Negro leagues —
Satchell Paige, Jimmy Crutchfield,
Roy" CampanVBa and others.
In a ' lighter ' VeTO"*** . T
She's Betty Carter" hits a i
high point as it takes a
faceted look at the jazz singer
praised by many critics as the best.
She is seen both in performance
and in personal discussions on
music, and her life as a single
parent.

Actor/author/director Ossie Davis and Us wife, actress Ruby Dee, host
"With Ossie & Ruby", a new 13 part series celebrating America's
multi-cultural heritage through music, dance, drama and song.
PROFESSOR LESLIE G. DESMANGLES
Wednesday, February 4th, 4-5:30 p.m. Faculty Club
.African Slave Religions in the Haitian Plantation Milieu:
An Ecological Approach
The contrast between European Christianity and African traditional
religions in the New World during the period of slavery engendered
the rise of a larger number of religions native to the New World.
These religions, referred to by some as the "little Christian
traditions," combine African and European beliefs and practices in
their theologies. One such religion is Vodun, the folk-religion of
Haiti whose theology combines African and Catholic beliefs and
rituals. This presentation analyzes the dynamics in the contract between Catholicism and African religions in Haiti and describes the
cultural, political and historical situation in the plantation milieu
which helped shape Vodun's t.heojpgy.
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Hartford
Senate Seat Opens
LaCroix Seeks Restraints on Spending
by Peter A. Stinson
Adamant on tightening controls
on state spending, Mr. Donald
LaCroix is running for state Senate
in the upcoming February special
election.
Owner of the Cross Road
Bowling' Alley in West Hartford,
LaCroix is a Hartford native and
life-long Republican. While never
having served in public office, he
has been involved in politics since
1949 serving as a member of the
State Comptroller's Office and as a
lobbyist for many years.
Platform:
Tighten
State
Spending.;
•
During- a recent interview in
West Hartford, LaCroix expounded upon his one line platform "tighten controls on state
spending."

recently several mayors from towns
"in Connecticut met in Hartford and
discussed ways of saving money
with the recent cut in aid to cities.
The mayors wanted the aid
reinstated, but until then they came
up with positions within the local
governments which could be cut —
all of these were in areas of service
to the public, including police and
fire, lessening the protection in
both of these areas. LaCroix noted
that the mayors were not willing to
cut from their own staffs, but instead from those areas which
directly affect the people. LaCfoixstated emphatically that he
disagreed with this and if elected
would work to lessen such service
cuts while keeping spending down.
When asked about gambling in
the State of Connecticut to help
bring in revenue, LaCroix stated that he was "opposed to any further
gambling," but favored keeping jaialai, dog racing, and the lottery
program in its present form. •

LaCroix stated that people are
tired of paying taxes while having^
their services reduced. LaCroix is
Background:
totally against any state income tax
noting that "tax is not the answer . •. Successful Lobbyist
When probed about his
. the more money the state has, the
background in politics, LaCroix
more, money it wastes."
was proud to say that he has never
LaCroix went on to outline how held an elected office and yet, in
he feels the state can cutback on his eyes, accomplished so much. A
spending. He said that "every state founder and Chairman of the
program should be scrutinized" Taxpayers Association of Conand that priorities must be set and necticut (TAC) which forced state
re. to fepeal - ,the 'state • in;
tax* several years ago?

On February 17, a special
election will be held in Connecticut to fill the vacancy of one
seat in the state senate. William
DiBella, the democratic candidate
for the post, feels that the key
issues facing Hartford as well as the
state are tax reform, energy, and
housing.

On the issue of income tax
With TAC, LaCroix has had
much experience lobbying for no
state income tax in.several states.
According to LaCroix, he has
travelled to many Eastern states,
including Virginia, New Jersey, and
several New England states,
speaking on the "issues and evils"
of state income tax.
On the issue of income tax,
LaCroix noted that many states
bring on an income tax under the
guise of lessening the other taxes,
And yet, he remarked, after only a
few years all the taxes are up,
including the new income tax. .
LaCroix expressed a great interest in the subject of taxes and
state finances. He commented that
the only "justifiable taxes are
property taxes." All others LaCroix
felt lack some necessary attributes.
Yet to cut back on state income
means to. cut back on state
spending, which is the gist of
LaCroix's platform.

Confidence at a once in a lifetime chance
A true working man as exhibited
during the recent interview at his
place of business, LaCroix • stated
that he is confident due in part to
the fact that the upcoming election
is a special election. It is, according
to LaCroix, a "once in a life-timechance," and he is willing to grasp
at it all. A Republican in a
Democratic district, he hopes that
his approach and ideas to taxes and
state spending will be enough to
services, but those increases are overpower theopposition.
less direct than property tax increases are to the homeowner.

DiBella Supports
Tax Package
by lames Bolton

LaCroix has lobbied for various
issues and bills for more than thirty
years.

DiBella is also supportive of an
income tax implemented as part of
a comprehensive tax reform
package. This package would
include a cut in sales tax as well as
property tax. Without these
changes, DiBella strongly opposes
a tax on income. He is also against
According to DiBella, tax reform an income tax that burdens low or
is the biggest problem in Con- moderate income people, for that
necticut right now, and property would be a "disservice" to the
tax is the major contributing' people in his district. The
factor. While serving on the Tax Assemblyman added that there
Reform Commission in the must be a guarantee on the rate of
Assembly, DjBella' noticed a tax increase of the tax for it to work.
sM^^^mv.'commercial
to
Energy is another issue that
"TBHSemffl1" "properties, and ' that
shift is hurting many of the low to DiBella feels strongly about. While
moderate income families in his DiBella is not opposed to nuclear
district. While homeowners' rates power, he is concerned with such
have risen between 70% and 120%, problems as hazardous waste
commercial property tax has in- disposal; therefore, he is supcreased very slightly, if at all, and portive of finding alternate sources
energy.
Locally,
the
the property value of one G, Fox of
store had actually decreased 23%. Metropolitan District Commission,
a program initiated by DiBella, is
DiBella would like an equity generating electricity through
established
in
determining steam conversion of garbage.
residential and commercial DiBella also sees great potential in
property values.
Presently, the development of solar energy.
Connecticut has 58 different He would like the state to encategories for property tax courage homeowners to install
exemption which puts the solar capabilities by giving them a
dependence of state income chiefly $40O-$6O0 grant "even if only for
on residential taxes. DiBella favors something like hot water which
a proposition increasing com- consumes over 32% of your energy
mercial and utility tax and a cc-sts,"
decrease in the homeowner's
property tax. He acknowledges
The state should also expand its
that the consumer will be paying 6% tax exempt loan program to
more for commercial and utility help finance the installation of

nominee for the Siate Senate,
speaks out on the issues and evils of state income tax.

Special Election Will-Be Held
the 17th of February
Joseph J. FauIIso succeeded to the office of Lieutenant Governor
on December 31,1980, after having served as State Senator bom
the First District [Hartford] for seven consecutive terms. Competing
in a special election for this senatorial seat are Mr. Donald B.
LaCroix [Republican] and Representative William A. DiBelltf
[Democrat].
VotersfromTrinity who are registered id the First District [South
Hartford] can vote the 17th of February at the Christ Lutheran
Church, 1133 Broad Street the polls will be open 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.

s
.5

i

Rep. William DiBella, the Democratic nominee for the upcoming election, wants ft comprehensive tax
reform package.
solar equipment. DiBella thinks level before the legislature can to come up-with some creative
that "aggressive" programs like help. He would like to see city ideas that deal with financing the
these can create the necessary councilors create a complete building of mass housing before the
incentive for the homeowner to housing plan — instead of "band- legislature could become involved.
seriously consider conversion to aid approaches to solve the housing DiBella sees the legislature's role
solar power in some way or form. problem." During the last fiscal primarily as a vehicle for funding.
year, the city of Hartford has used He also said that an urban caucus is
being formed to deal with the
DiBella also addressed Hart- less than one fourth of the money
various problems of cities
allocated
to
them
by
the
state
for
ford's housing problem, but said
throughout the state.
housing.
He
said
that
the
city
had
that action must start on the local
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Hartford
CISL Addressed by Danbury MayorCampaign Explains
by Susan ManJove
Interested in Connecticut
politics? Students interested in law
and politics can join Trinity's
chapter of the Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature.
Although officially not a partisan
or lobbying group, the CISL is an
active representative of Connecticut students' interests and
concerns. Meeting monthly at
various colleges, CISL members
discuss and debate bills which are
before the Connecticut General
Assembly.
Recent CISL activities have
included a January 25 meeting at
Trinity with guest speaker Mayor
James Dyer of Danbury. A CISL
alumnus, Dyer addressed the
committee vote on cutting aid to
Connecticut cities, calling the
action a "mistake." Urging more

student involvement on campuses
on current issues affecting them,
Dyer also expressed concern about
the youth of today.

College,
Trinity
College,
University of Hartford, U. S. Coast
Guard Academy, and Yale
University.
.

The session closed with a debate
on the issue of whether to honor
the recent agreement with Iran
concerning the release of the
American hostages. The CISL
decided, by a close vote, that the
United States should honor its
agreement.

However, in Connecticut, where
only half the colleges are involved
in the organization, the CISL is
attempting to attract more schools
and students. Three are CISL
officers; Paul J . Velardi '81,
President; Tom Hefferon '82,
Membership Chairman; and Ted
Hartsoe. '83, Legislative Relations
Chairman. •
.
Upcoming events include a
mock legislature at the capital
April 10-12. At the April Convention, the climax of the CISL
meeting is scheduled for February
20 at Yale University.
Any interested. students should
contact Tom Hefferon at 246-5585.

According to CISL President,
Trinity student Paul I. Velardi '81,
"even if you don't go into politics, it
is good experience." Established 33
years ago, the CISL today has
charters in 8 colleges: Albertus
Magnus College, Connecticut
College, Fairfield University,
Southern Connecticut State

Hartford in Brief
HART Discusses
Crime in
Frog Hollow
Hartford Areas Rally Together
(HART) held a meeting in the Frog
Hollow neighborhood last Wednesday evening in response to high
crime and low police protection.
Hartford Police Chief George
Sicaras was invited to the meeting
by chairwoman Barbarar Green- •
baum and HART President Roz
Strickland, but Sicaras sent Capt.
Charles Grasso in his place. More I
than 65 people were present; most
of them annoyed at Sicaras for not
attending • and disturbed by the
. level of police protection afforded
them. Nothing concrete was
decided at the meeting, except to
meet again the 18th of February.

eludes a desegregation program
involving five predominately white
South End elementary schools.,
Most Burns students are Hispanic.
According to officials, the
schools are being closed because of
"overcrowding and poor conditions."

stick tattoo, but instead contains
no sticky substance, but the
Ihallucinogenic LSD. State officials
are worried that children might
come across the "Mickey Mouse
acid" and think that it is a toy.

O'Neill Derailed
Methadone Clinic
by State Senate
Moves to
Connecticut. State' Senate
South Hartford last-Theweek
derailed Governor
On Tuesday the 28th of January,
a_ methadone clinic for former
heroin addicts, the Hartford
Dispensary, moved into the South
direen neighborhood just south of
Downtown. U. S. District Court
Judge Jose Cabranes moved
against a request for a court order
to block the move by neighbors,
including attorney Jay Cherry and
developer Thomas Tramortt.
Many South Green residents felt,
that the Dispensary would increase
crime and reduce property values,
but Cabranes stated that without
the clinic, the 230+ clients would
suffer "serious and perhaps
unrepairable harm."

(Weil's plan to cancel $23.8 million
in state aid to cities and towns by a
vote of 20-15. The cut was objected
to by most mayors of the state. The
mayors of the state's largest cities
were quoted as saying that the loss
in money would force a rise in
property taxes.
j

-—•—— New Evidence
by Caroline Barhdt
A two week massive mass media
exploitation of information concerning secondhand effects of
cigarette smoke will conclude this
week, according to the Department
of Health Services in the state of
Connecticut. New information has
been obtained which provides
strong evidence that cigarette
smoke affects the people around
the smoker, as well as the smoker.

The State Department of Health
Services of the four states invofoei
base their new information on
three major tests' results. The
studies involved children whose
The department in Connecticut parents smoke, non-smoking
joins similar departments in Rhode factory workers in California who Island, Massachusetts, and in New worked eight-hour, days with
Hampshire in their efforts to make smoking workers, and, .finally,
the public aware of the new Japanese non-smoking wives living
evidence and how it affects the with husbands who smoke. All test
non-smoking citizen.
results showed significant physical
harm and, in some cases, an inRepresentatives
of
the crease in lung cancer in nonDepartment of Health Services smoking participants.
• .
explain very simply their new
evidence and how this evidence
A representative of the
was obtained. Secondhand smoke Department of Health1 Services
is no longer considered only as an encourages young smokers ta quit
annoyance or irritation to non- the habit before they reach the age
smokers'. No longer is secondhand of 21, for their sake and for the
smoke physically harmful only to sake of the people around them. It
people who suffer from lung and has been proven that -quitting
breathing problems* Three major smoking is most difficult after.the
studies have resulted in the newly age of 21. The department has
discovered fact that cigarette pamphlets, films, medical, and
smoke causes lung problems in psychiatric advise to give to people
physically healthy adults and who wish to stop smoking.
children who do not smoke.
r
This., two week mass media
According to Health Service, campaign ...to ^ p
the new
^ j ^
representatives, the studies showed evidence should be
that," . . . healthy middle-aged non- appreciated by all. The di^L,t
smokers-men and women-showed a encourages smokers to- think>.6l
reduction in-air flowing through people around them, whose health
their lungs as a result of i long-term they are harming, before they light
exposure to their co-workers' up a cigarette.
smoke". Representatives explained
More information or free advice
that many harmful chemicals are
more concentrated in secondhand may be obtained by writing
smoke than in "inhaled smoke." SMOKE, 79 Elm Street, Hartford.

Civic Center Loses
$13 Million
It was announced early last week
by Frank Russo, Jr., the Civic
Center Executive Director, that
the Hartford Civic Center was
losing money and would need $1.3
million in aidfrom the city to break
even for this fiscal year. The deficit
has been caused by excessive costs,
poor attendence at events, and
„ only adequate management of the
facility. It was also noted that the
fiscal problems are not likely to
disappear, but the Hartford
Hellions and the Boston Celtics,
who play six games at the Center,
might.

Parents Oppose
Closing of
Burns Annex
Thursday night the 29th of
January brought several hundred
area parents who oppose the
closing of the Burns Elementary
School Annex before school officials. The Hartford Board of
Education has recommended the
closing of the annex and the main
building. They also recommend
moving the 530 students to schools
outside the Frog Hollow-South
Green neighborhoods where the
schools are located.
At the Thursday meeting,
parents also learned from the
board officials that the plan in,-..'->?;••••

Fm Beikzmm Pism and

Hallucinogenic
Mickey Mouse
Loose inState
Postage stamp sized cartoons of
Mickey Mouse impregnated with
LSD are' suspected of circulating
throughout the state, according to
State Police officials. The half inch
square blotter paper shows Mickey
'Mouse in a scene from the Walt
Disney movie "Fantasia."
The paper looks like a lick-and-

TRAVEL...EARN MONEY
. . . EARN A FREE TRIP...

Cat whm
you have-

itwUbemady
upon your arrival
Come in and Eat in our NEWLY EXPANDED Daiing Room!
287 New Britain A venue.

• Bermuda®
Dayiona Beach
this Spring
Be a Campus Representative for
New England's largest and highest
Commission Paying Agency.
Interested students, write
ADVENTURES IN TRAVEL
1200 Post Road East
Westport, CT 06880
or call (203) 227-8764
collect persoivto-person to
Stuart Chason or Jeff Robinson
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Indoors, where ventilation is poor,
this harmful smoke can greatly
increase the carbon • monoxide
level, doubling the amount' of
carbon monoxide which enters the
blood streams of non-smokers.

Across from
South Campus

Rksfmrd Sfaron prop.

Phone

247-0234
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Hartford
Citizens Rally to
Aid Victims
by Peter Stinson
What is money doing hanging
from the beams of a local
restaurant?
•
At Frank's Italian Restaurant on
Asylum Street, bills and checks
hang !from a beam across the
ceiling, along with a sign which
reads, "Connecticut Italian Earthquake Relief, Inc." (CIER).
During an interview with Mr.
Frank Parseliti, owner of Frank's
Restaurant, Parseliti outlined the
purpose behind the money and the
CIER, •••;;

Parseliti stated that the major
reason behind the CIER is to help
"build the morale of the people" in
the destroyed areas of Italy. He
said that CIER has adopted a town,
Avellino, as.a sister-city to Hartford. All of the funds collected by
CIER will go to the people of this
desolated community.
According to Parseliti, more
than $50,000 has been collected in
Connecticut and distributed in
Italy. The distribution was done by
Dr. John Basile, person-to-person,
in the town of Avellino.
At a recent "meeting of the CIER
at Frank's, the group of about
thirty men and.women discussed
various, programs to increase
donations. Lieutenant Governor
Fauliso was present, along with
various other prominent Conprogram for donations which
includes obtaining money from
individuals, corporations, attorneys, churches, unions, schools
and colleges,
,
The CIER is now attempting a
goal of $1 million dollars to help
reconstruct the Avellino district.
Basile showed a film of his recent
trip to'.Italy 'and the Avellino
district as it looked when he visited

it. The purpose of the visit was to
distribute $50,000 to the needy
citizens. The film showed the total
destruction of the area. More than
36,000 homes and apartments in
the province were either destroyed
or made unsafe by the earthquake.
Eight-eight people lost their lives
and 200 were injured.
Basile's movie showed the
destruction of several towns and
villages. Houses, other buildings,
and roads were completely
wrecked; people have been relocated in trailers given by the
Italian government. Basile's film
clearly showed the extent of the
damage and the immediate way it
affected the population. It also
showed the need for personal relief
from all sources.
Basile .surveyed the area for
several days, talking with various'
Frank's Restaurant Is the scene
government officials. The attitude
Inc.
of the officials was one of complete
gratitude — they gave their "thanks
for the help from the ItalianAmericans of Connecticut."
At the end of his five day trip,
which he paid for himself, Basile
by Elizabeth M.Davis
gave the CIER funds to the people
Meals for the Elderlyis a service
of the Avellino province. He
presented 100,000 lire (about $100) provided by the local Community
to 300 families whose houses were Renewal Team, located at 3580
destroyed. He then divided an Main St., which is federally funded
additional 100,000 lire among through the State Department on
others who had not been as badly Aging. The program has been in
operation for approximately eight
affected.
The CIER hopes, that more years and Hartford's is the second
individuate UM gr^Ups' >n Con- largest of 13 such . programs- innecticut, especially Italian- terspersed throughout ConAmerican, will organize efforts to necticut.
One of the primary aims of Meals
collect and donate money. They
felt that their program of direct for the Elderly is to give the area
contact through a personal visit by senior citizens' an opportunity to
a member, and the concentration socialize with their peers while
of aid on one particular region, is a having a nourishing meal. All sites
also actively advocate nutrition
successful.
"We want to give people moral education. Meals that are served at
support and a little comfort," senior centers are often accompanied by additional education and
Parseliti said.
recreation programs.
The Renewal Team not only
serves about 2,000 people daily at
14 various sites in Hartford, one of

Program Provides Food for the Elderly

United Way
of the Capital Area

Thanks to you it works for all of us

r

AIESEC

The International
Association of
students in Economics
and Business
Management

Meetings held Monday
Nights at 10:15 pm.
in Mather.

EXPLORE A WORLD
OF OPPORTUNITIES

417 New BritainJw,, Hurtfent

CM I*

Jl^***? *SLu UlB

AlWAVS ON HAND

249-6833

417 N«w Britain A M . , Hartforrf
(CMMT «« HMiUs «imj

Wine
Hie re It a tits

249-6833

which caters especially to Spanish- the program, with today's inflation
speaking persons, but they also rate, a static budget is essentially
deliver 500 meals each day to the same as a cut-back and some
house-bound senior citizens.'
services have beeh trimmed as a.
In order t,o maximize the result. Despite, any budget
emotional benefits eif the home problems, Mr. Fields foresees the
service and to provide jobs for the continuation of the successful
elderly, the State Dept. on Aging program.
provides additional funds to hire
There is a need, however, for
over-55 delivery-van drivers.' It is heightened publicftiwareness of the
felt that the older drivers will be aims of the prografiis, especially in
able to give the house-bound the inner-city poftalation. For the
people support, companionship rate of participa^n at the innerand understanding which- a city locations is S^ver than in the
younger person could hot suburbs. Mr. Fjgjicls feels this is
necessarily match. '
because the tnajjojfity of the city's
While the program does have elderly are black-j&d Hispanic and
several paid workers, meal site that they tend ;tjf.. live with their
managers rely on the help of families and the^fbre stay at home
volunteers to set up, serve, etc., the whereas the suburban-living elderly
meals each day. And the need for are more likely to be living alone.
volunteers is an ever-increasing He believes that with better
one since the program's budget has publicity of the-.advantages of
not been increased. According to participating tajj^feprogram, more
Glenn Fields, Assistant Director of city dwellers vs|>«4 get involved.

Commentary

Seeing Past the Long W
by Elizabeth M.Davis

MEET NEW PEOPLE.
BROADEN YOUR
HORIZONS

of numerous meetings of the Connecticut Italian Esutmaaake Relief

I admit when I first entered the
We of the Trinity community President's Conference Room,
often perceive, I fear, the Hartford where this session is to be held, I
community either as a threat to our was a bit wary when I noticed a
own well-being or as an under- huge sheet of white paper with a
privileged area which we may be simplistic agenda (welcome, inable to service through various troduce ourselves, etc.) printed in
programs
(tutoring,
big bold magic-marker. My skepticism
brother/ sister programs, etc.) yet increased as each of the six mature
which can be of little service to us. . women present were asked to take
This is a serious misconception. a piece of this white paper,
One of the plethora of services reminiscent of kindergarden, and a
which Hartford affords us is the monstrous marker and write I AM
Greater Hartford C ommunity these five things and I WANT these
College. Thursday,' Jan. 22 at 7:00 five things.
As the evening passed, I began to
P.M. I journeyed to the building at
61 Woodland St; to observe a class' see the usefulness of the almost
offered by. the college; one of a childish activities we were asked to
series of programs and courses participate in. All of the women
present, from myself, a college
designed for women.
This specific program, entitled freshman,(to a long time wife and
'Open For Women: Career mother, to a newly married
Development-Life .PlanningY' is aspiring artist, were beginning to
seen by the coordinator of the loosen up and really communicate
program, Arlene Nickerson, "as a with one another.
At this "exploratory" session I
source of support, where women
can express themselves, receive could already see how this comfeedback concerning their own munication could develop into an
abilities and talk about their immense support system, which
would make possible Increased
identity and potential."

self-awareness and help define
concrete goals and possibilities for
each 'woman present
The very fact that the program is
totally unrelated ip,Trinity is one of
its main benefits!! It affords an
opportunity forewomen on this
campus, who are5jjuestioning their
reasons for being'hi college, who
feel frustrated and/ or confused
with their present fife patterns, or
who simply would like some new
perspectives,
to
explore
possibilities and choices which are
available to them without pressure
from their peers and without being
influenced by the Trinity environment.
To register for,16^ course (which
costs $12.00 -scholarships are
available — anjftjlrtU meet every
Thursday nighllfrom 7:00-9:00
Jan. 29 and
P.M. beginning
ending on Marcf
) or to find out
more about
^ or upcoming
programs at th heater Hartford
Community
Sige, call Ms.
Beverly Speneeti r549-4200, ext.
235 or Ms. ' '
Nickerson at
521-7647. '
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MORE SPORTS
Fencers Foiled Twice in Tri
by Keiyn Grohs
unrelenting as he handily defeated
On Saturday, the Trinity fencing his opponent 0-5. Freshman Andy
team travelled to Southeastern .Haase also of the sabre squad
Mass. University to test their skills contributed one victory and
missed
defeating
against these swashbucklers. Much narrowly
to their surprise, they found the UMAINB's toughest opponent.
The foil squad was equally
UMAINE team there as well; and
the Trinity squads were asked to successful. Captain Dan Schlenoff
fence a Tri-Meet. Trinity readily recruited from the epees to fill an
agreed, eager to gain more ex- open foil position proved to be a
perience on the strip, and glad to versatile member of the team. He
get twice as much out of the 2[/z easily defeated two of his opponents. Kevin Zitnay also foiled
hour trip.
The UMAINE-TRINITY match two.of his opponents as he slashed
was scheduled first, and these through their defense.
fencers from the North proved to
Against SMU the Trinity fencers
be quite an opponent. The sabre experienced the same sort of
nnri foil squads saved the day, disappointment, as they were
managaing to give Trinity a respect- downed by the home team 19-8.
able score by each winning 4
The sabre squad this time were
bouts. Sophomore Tim Martin was not even adequate opponents as
the sabre squad's strong point as he they only won one out of nine
pulled in half of their victories. bouts. Even foil did not make a
Steve Butler's one win was very good showing. The only

bit ot swuidsmanship
i.jm<; Ton' Dan Schloiuiff who
OIKS Jn.Ilil plil'rtl nl TWO M.-'me*.
In I'II1! w a t c h a^uiii^t SMT ilie

tpee s^u.'d wjs uitonous as the\
managed to save ihen ltpuiation
fur being dependable \liei haMng
eekcj oul onl\ mu victor\ against
I'M MNf tut ep-'js uerv psv^hed
for re\engi Semi r Peter Paulscn
was e\en more awt-some than
usual, as he lovrd with his opponents and then slashed through
ft-r threi; e\unng uctones Mikr
Gould was also an adnmablc
opponent is he handilv ueteaied
w o fencers and nairowlv missed
beating a thud
It was a disappointing dav for ihe
limit* f enters but the\ are
determined to make this a winning
week as ihe\ IMICI to Brandos and

Co-Captain Dan Srhlenoff [r. | flcches against his SMU opponents.

Fan field

Hockey Goes Defensive
con't. from p. 15
shorthanded goal coming as a
result of a defensive breakdown in
the Trinity end. Though Goodman
cut the lead to 4-2 at 10:11 of the
second period, Iona tallied once
more in the second period for the
final margin of victory. The third
period belonged to Trinity, but as
in the Amherst game, Trinity was
unable to put the puck in the net.
Although the. team has been'
troubled of late with only one win
in the last seven games, Dunham
said, "There are no problems with
team unity. Everyone is working
hard and playing well. We are
executing our system of play and it
is only a matter of time before we
come up with some big wins."
Due to the lack of forwards,
Dunham mentioned that Trinity
has changed to a more defensive
style of play. The Bantam coach
commented,' "We have made the
move to a more defensive style of
play in order to save our forwards
for later in the game. We found
that with the lack of forwards our

players were tiring too quickly and *i
had nothing left for the end of the g
game."
1
Through the twelve games,
Trinity is led in scoring by Nelson
6-11-17, Flynn 6-8*14, Upton 6-6-12,
Tom Chase 6-6-12, Rosenthal 4-7H, and Goodman 4-6-10. Goodman had the big week for the
Bantams as he scored four points
on. three goals and one assist.
N1
Defensively, McCarthy is the
leading scorer with 2-6-8, while
*?
Goaltender Solik has a 4.96 goals
against average in 550 minutes of
f
play including a .860 save percentage.
Tomorrow, Trinity hosts Bentley Itanium skatcra Nelson and Duncan make an attempt to Infiltrate the opponents goal In the game
in a 7:30 contest. The game is_a against the Lord Jeffs ofAmhvnt.
matchup between a 5-6 Bantam
club in Division Three play and a
10-0 Bentley club in division play.
In addition, Bentley is the
Defending Champion in Division
Three. Saturday, Williams visits the
Kingswood-Oxford School rink in a
3:10 game. The Ephmen currently
hold a 10-3-2 record in Division
Two play.

. -"- '"»" 'UM

Squashmen Dominate

came against Colby. Here, a 9-0
victory poised the Trinity Team for
Rebounding from a loss to Yale, an over-all victory in the tourone of the country's best teams, the nament. Only Bowdoin, a team we
Men's Varsity Squash Team had defeated 5-4 in a pre-season
defeated four opponents to win the scrimmage, lay between us and the
tournament it has hosted since tournament trophy.
The season to date culminated in
1971. The weekend win, which
upped trie" season's record to 5-4, the Bowdoin match. The match
provided Bantam coach George with Yale brought us alive to our
Sutherland with one of "his "most squash potential. Our three toursatisfying coaching experiences." nament matches had tested the
The Bulldogs of Yale resoun- new attitude. In our final match,
dingly defeated the Men's Squash we wanted not only to win the
Team last Wednesday afternoon. tournament but to prove to ourHowever, the team benefited selves that we are a revitalized
greatly from the loss. Yale's team, An 8-1 victory brought the
reputation for squash precedes message home. An untimely injury
itself, yet, by the end of the match, prevented a complete "steamroll"
each player realized he could play though Captain and No. 1 Peter De
with these Yalies. Our performance Rose dispatched his opponent with
against this "myth of invincibility" a delightful 15-0 game. T h e
enabled us to better evaluate our Bowdoin coach, who had already
own squash abilities and prepare prepared a speech accepting the
ourselves for the upcoming tournament trophy, returns to
Brunswick, as Drew Hastings
weekend.
Trinity's first match in the commented, "with only a hotel
weekend tournament came Friday bill."
The members of the Men's
afternoon against Hobart. Coach
Sutherland's pre-match talk Varsity Squash Team Consist of
stressed a quick win in order to Peter DeRose, Jamie Webb, Rick
save energy for a 5:30 match -Qelin, Ross Goldberg, Bill
against Wesleyan. This we McAvoy, Jack Scott, John Holmes,
achieved with a 9-0 victory. Topher Browne, Ted Wheeler,
Wesleyan proved to be a more Drew Hastings, Scott Fuller, and
difficult opponent, yet a gutty Bruce Newman. A young varsity
performance resulted in a 6-3 team intends with the tournament
Bantam win, Saturday's first match win to go a long way this season.
by Topher Browne
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i skier slalom aids in preparation for upcoming races.
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REMINDER

Rugby Club Meeting
The first meeting of the spring semester for all those interested in playing rugby will be held on Thursday,
Feb. 5, 8:00 p.m. at Psi U. This will be a meeting to get organized for the spring schedule which includes
Wesleyan, Vale, Central Conn., and others. We will also be able to participate in the New England Rugby
Association Tournament at the end of the season. Hopefully, there will be two sides (teams) or more so all
who are interested will be able to play. Call Rich Leroux at 246-7964 if you can't attend the meeting, or have
any questions.

*i
AIRLINE JOBS
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For Information- Write:
AIRLINE PUBLISHING Co.
1516 E. Tropicana 7A-110
Las Vegas, Nevada, 89109

:•: Include a self-addressed
•:• stamped envelope.
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College Sport Shop
Squash Racquet Special
Also ski & boot rentals
112 New Britain Ave. 247-9905
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MORE SPORTS
Varsity Hockey Befuddled by Injuries
by Robert Falk
After halting a four game losing
streak with a 6-2 win over visiting
Connecticut College, the Varsity
Hockey Team fell upon hard times
again as it suffered losses at the
hands'of Amherst 5-4 and Iona 5-2.
The schedule does not get any
easier for the Bantams as they face
Defending
Division
Three
Champion Bentley and * Division
Two power Williams in contests
this week. With the toughest part
of the season ahead, it will be a test
for Coach Dunham's club to overcome the injuries that have beset
the team.
Dunham discussed the injury
situation on the team saying, "We
have been playing with injuries for
a while now and it has been tough
to put together a team for each
game. Since the. beginning of the

season we have lost eight people
for one reason or another including
seven forwards. It makes things
difficult." ,
The Bantams seemed to be
heading on the right track as they
hosted the Camels from Connecticut College and came away
with their second victory over the
New London, Connecticut school
this season. Trinity coasted to a 5-0
lead through the third period
before Connecticut College could
find the net at 12:53 of the final
period. Peter Duncan opened the
scoring for Trinity when Larry
Rosenthal set him up at 13:11 of
the first period. The 1-0 lead was
increased when T. R, Goodman
and Brian Dorman netted back to
back goals in a two goal second
period. Rosenthal tallied one of his
own to open the third period

scoring at 10:12 and was followed
two minutes later by Karl Nelson
who scored a power play goal off
feeds from Joe Upton and Steve
MacDonald. After the Camels
came up with two goals Freshman
Dan Flynn rounded out the scoring
When he connected on a power
play at 18:26 with assists being
credited to Dorman and Nelson.
The win was credited to Freshman Goaltender Brian Clarke who
turned aside 21 shots in his
strongest performance this season.
Going into the Amherst game
last Wednesday, Trinity could find
only nine players to suit up at
forward. Despite the small numbers, Trinity played a fine game
against the Lord Jeffs and only fell
by a one goal margin.
Kevin Slattery got things rolling
in the first period when he scored

at 1;34 with feeds from Flynn and
Goodman. However, Amherst took
advantage of two defensive lapses
and scored twice within two
minutes and added another goal
later in the period to jump to a 3-1
lead at the end of one period.
Coach Dunham commented on the
sudden change saying, "We set up
our first goal by forchecking well
but just as quickly we gave it right
away, with two defensive lapses."
Upton cut the Amherst lead to 32 at 4:56 of the second period, but
Amherst came back with vengeance and added two more goals
to increase their lead to a commanding 5-2 margin. "From the
middle of the second period until
the end of the game we outplayed
them," mentioned Dunham
referring to the comeback Trinity
made over the final period and a

half. MacDonald scored at 13:29 of
the second period and Good' an
tallied 58 seconds into the final
period, but it proved too ..e as
the teams went scoreless the st of
the game. The third period saw
Trinity miss a number of scoring
Chances as they hit the goalpost a
few times. Included in the futile
effort was a near miss with only
nine seconds to play after Trinity
had pulled netminder Steve Solik
in 'favor of an extra skater.
Last iFriday, Trinity travelled to
Iona and saw their record dip to 57. After Iona scored a fluke goal 15
seconds into the game, McCarthy
tied the: game when he converted a
two man Trinity advantage. Iona
stormed to a commanding 4-1 lead
in second period as they scored at
1;00, 2:53 and- .8:41, the latter a
, con't. oiip. 14

Ducks Revitalized to Face Future Opponents
Despite having lost four straight
meets over a period of two weeks,
to Union, Central, Wesleyan, and
M.I.T., the Men*s Varsity Swim- .
ming Team has improved
significantly, with both school and
personal records being set in every
meet.
.

j!

At the beginning of the season,
the situation looked much worse,
with only seven swimmers, and
several cases of the flu. It almost
came to the point where the Men's

shown definite signs of improvement
and versatility,
swimming different events in every
meet. Ed -Kaplan and Todd
Brilliant, enjoying their first
seasons ever, are establishing
themselves as strong distance
swimmers, and are quickly gaining
competitive status., Randy Soarmer, the team's latest recruit, will
soon be in top shape, and will
contribute greatly to the team's

efforts. Special mention • should
also be given to the divers, Scott
Kielty and Mike Bronzino, ^who
have scored important points for
the Ducks in every meet. Without
their help, meets which were very
close would have been definite
losses.
Although the meets with Union,
Central, and Wesleyan were close,
and although a little more depth on
the squad probably would have

secured the Ducks victories, it
comes as no surprise that M..I.T.
won their meet. A team which
constantly participates in the
Divisiorr III Nationals, their depth
and talent rival teams of much
higher quality. Ttus meet gives the
Ducks a chance to swim in a better
pool, where the difference in times
is clearly evident.
With the past aside, though, the
future looks bright for the Ducks.

The team should win both their
meets this week, against Babsoh on
Tuesday (7:30 PM, home), and
WJ.I. on Thursday (7:30 PM,
home). These will be the first meets
where Trinity has had a full squad
of healthy swimmers, all of whom
are eager to redeem themselves.
Student , support will be greatly
appreciated, as these are the most
important meets of the regular
season. Be there, aloha.

•Team could not fill all of the events
But with the recruitment of a fev
people the team has shown signs of
definite improvement, and hopes
to end the season with a 0.500
record.
The Ducks' losses are almost
entirely due to a lack of swimmers
In both 1979 and 1980, the team
graduated 4 topj swimmers, and
only gained one1 good freshman
Thus, the team has had to fight an
uphill battle.

1S

Despite this great setback, the
Ducks have htjld high spirits
Everyone remains psyched before
the meets, and their times show it
Scott Bowden has broken the
school record in the 200-yard
Individual Medley and the 200-yard
Backstroke, Chip! Lake has broken
23 seconds for the 50-yard
Freestyle, a time shared by only the
fastest swimmers bn any team, and
Dough Gray ts quickly approaching a new'school record in
Jhe ButterflyjindJBreaststroke. In
.*s2^mffit?k)itit team ieaptain, ; Lenny
Adam, remains ohe of the Ducks'
strongest sprinteri, along with Chip
McKeehan. Returning from a fourweek case of the flu. Tick Houk has

SAT]
GMAT
MCAT
JREVIEW PROGRAMS

•all for Amity's free brochure
on the exam of interest to
you:

800-243-4767
NCT^1.8OO.922-462

Varsity swimmer Doug Gray gracefully competes in the 200 yard butterfly.

fhoto b y K e r y n G r o h 5

Phone 547-0263
!

! TRINITY. PACKAGE STORE
!

CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS

219 Slew Britain Ave. Hartford, Conn.
Jflfin W. Duiki, Prop.
(comer Henry St. next to Comer Tap)

Datx Electea
Coach of the
Year
Last year's Varsity Lacrosse
Coach Mike Darr has been chosen
by the New England Intercollegiate
Lacrosse. Association as the New
England Coach of the Year /or all
divisions, which indicates that his
coaching talents have surpassed
many of the coaches at big schools
like Harvard and Yale and Division
III powerhouse schools like
Williams.
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Bantam Basketball Defeats Perennial Powerhouse
by Anthony Ffechettl
The Varsity Basketball Team
responded to its most challenging
week of the season in brilliant
fashion, registering two exciting
come-from-behind victories in
three games, thereby improving
their record to an awesome 14-2
mark. The Bantams surged past
Wesleyan and Tufts, while absorbing the week's lone setback at
Amherst.
The- wins were especially
satisfying since the squad displayed
a great deal of heart and poise in
rising from second half deficits and
powering past its talented opponents with smart, cool, and
.efficient play. In both triumphs,
mistakes were kept at a minimum
in the clutch, as experience and
perserverance down the stretch
paid off.
'
The week opened at Wesleyan
on Tuesday evening, where the
' Bantams had to overcome a serious
case of the first half doldrums
before subduing a pesky Cardinal
team, 74-64. Trin-Wes matchups
are always wars, and this one
proved no exception, as the hosts
came out sky-high, and rumbled to
a 34-29 lead at the intermission.
The main problem was in the
Bantam offense, as too many
forced passes inside to leading
scorer Carl Rapp upset the
offensive flow, and allowed the
Cards to collapse on the 6'7"
center, and throw the Bantams
scoring attack into chaos. Jim
Callahan kept the visitors close,
scoring 8 points in the initial

The Bants would just as soon forget
session via some nifty outside
this one, as miserable shooting and
shooting.
poor shot selection conspired to
After falling behind 38-29 in the saddle the team with only its
opening moments of the final second loss of the campaign. Only
stanza, the Bantams rallied and Rapp, who tossed in 18, could find
displayed their most impressive the mark, while the Bantams
defensive effort of the season, as stumbled their way to a 28-26
gambling ended up in steals and ~ half time deficit.
turnovers, and a 15-2 scoring spree
The highly-touted Bantam
that put Trinity ahead to stay. The defense had been instrumental in
hero of this clinic on defense was an earlier season triumph over the
freshman Forward Tom King, who Lord Jeffs, and was no slouch this
continually picked off errant time around either, yet could not
Cardinal
passes,
or
lazy overcome the lack ,of point
ballhandling and set up his production and avert the setback.
teammates or drove in for un- Trinity pulled within striking
contested scores. With Rapp doing distance on a number of second •
the inside damage, and John half occasions, but could not
Meaney anB Jim Bates connecting muster the final push needed to
from long range, Trinity went up by contain its hosts.
8 points, 60-52, and was not
The
Bantams
rebounded
threatened the rest of the way.
Saturday afternoon at Ferris and
came up with its most satisfying
The score sheet for the Wesleyan win to date, defeating perenniaL
game reveals why teams have such powerhouse Tufts, '65-63, in a
a difficult time in containing the white-knuckler before an enBantams. Trinity listed five players thusiastic Trinity throng. In
in double figure's, a balanced defeating their, talented foes, the
scoring attack that does not permit Bants maintained a high level of
opponents to key.on one or two intensity which enabled them to
players when
implementing eliminate any costly errors, or
defensive strategies. For the game, serious lapses in concentration.
Bates led with 13 points, followed
In the end, it was sophomore
by Rapp's 12 points with 8 David Wynter, who had been
rebounds, and Meaney, King, and playing in the lights all day, who
Callahan, who each contributed drilled a fifteen footer to put the
10.
Bants up 64-63, with 28 seconds
remaining. Co-captain Meaney
The Trinity scoring machine
iced the win with a free throw with
malfunctioned
at
Amherst
the clock showing three seconds to
Thursday night, however, as the
play, as New England's fourth
cold-«ho:oting Bantams ran into a
ranked Div. Ill team went home a
peaking Amherst club that ended
loser.
up on the long end of a 58-50 score.
Trinity, which had been up by as
many as 11 points early in the final
half, had seen its lead dwindle and
then become a deficit, as the
Jumbos put together their finest
stretch of the game, and edged out
in front, 63-62, on a 3 point play
with a little over a minute left. It
was ( here that experience paid off,
as the .Bants found themselves
trailing for the first time, keeping
their composure, and didn't force a
low p e r c e n t a g e shot. Wynter
simply went up over his man,
swished the game-winner, and the
Trin defense held, as Callahan

Senior Jim CaJianaa attempts a CruciaJ jump shot
guarded by a Jumbo defender.
photo by j im Bolton
came up with a clutch steal seconds followed by Wynter, who clicked
for 15, Rapp with 12 and Bates with
later, setting up Meaney's icer.
The Bantams played inspired 11 points. While the defense, which
ball in the first half, jumping out of was number one in the latest
the gate to an 8-2 lead after five national Div. Ill poll, held Tufts'
minutes. The shots were falling, the big guns in check.
defense was impenetrable, and the
The Bantams next take to the
Jumbos were forced into numerous
mistakes. The lead grew to 10, 34- floor tonight, as the squad travels
24, with less than a minute-left, and to Worcester to take on the
the hosts entered the lockerroom Engineers of WPI at 8 pm. Coach
Doyle's crew returns home on
up by 8.
Once again, balanced scoring Saturday to face Connecticut
was the difference in the win, as College in a 3 pm matinee at the
Trinity was paced by Meaney's 17, Ferris Athletic Center.

Lady Hoopsters Make Resurgence
by Martha Townes
Despite the absence of any
magicians on, the Womens' Varsity
Basketball team, they were able to
pull from deep down in their bag of
tricks a solid second half of play
which resulted in a 62-54 victory
over Vassar last Wednesday.
The first half of the game
remained close. Although the
Bantams were leading throughout
most of the period by a two to three
point margin, a scoring ebb saw the
Brewers outscore Trinity 16-12
neai the end of the half, resulting in
a 30-29 halftime lead by Vassar.
Freshman Leslie Wicks kept
Trinity alive during the third
quarter by scoring 8 of her- 12

shooter Ilena Silverman who
scored 20 points.
Trinity scoring was led by freshmen Karen Qrczyk and Debbie
Priestly who each tallied 14 points
and combined for 15 steals. The
only returning players captain
Connie Newton and Teri Johnson
are plagued by leg injuries,
This victory brings the team however Johnson was able to add 5
record up to a respectable 3-3, and points to the total.
2-0 since the holiday break. During
The upcoming week marks a
the past two games Trinity has rough one for the women hoopbeen able to effectively utilize the sters. First they will face Thames
pass inside to the forward and the Valley Tech on Thursday, then it
fast break.
will be home again for a rematch
Vassar (1-6) preferred to use the with C o n n e c t i c u t College on
outside shot as only 10 of their Saturday (1:00 tipoff). Finally, the
points were scored inside the key. team travels to Westfield for a
They were led in scoring by sharp Monday night game.

points in the first few minutes.
Next, Trinity proved the maxim
that patience is a virtue when their
steady, aggressive defense forced
Vassar to commit 16 of their 28
fouls. Throughout the game the
Bantams gained 18 ppints at the
line compared with only 4 points by
Vassar.

Engineers Overpower Matmen
Dave Wynter extends over his opponent In the Williams game.

Two members of the Bantam
wrestling team upped their individual records despite a disappointing team loss this past
Wednesday night. The Engineers
o( M.LT. overpowered Trinity by a
score of 45-9. The meet was hosted
by M.I.T.
Sophomore Mike Howe con-

tinued his winning ways by taking a proved-his record to 9 wins, 0
4-3 decision. Howe is now 5 and 2 losses. McLellan •'pinned his opfor the season and shows a very ponent at the 3:55 mark.
good chance of qualifying for the
The Bantams next road trip will
Varsity New England Tournament
take
them to Williams. The
to be held at the end of the season.
Heavyweight Glenn McLellan Grapplers return home on
was the only other victorious Tuesday, February 10 to tangle
matman from Trinity as he. im- with Wesleyan.

